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BHOE
SETmw
OUT recently for south
.%fricnto interview Nadine Gordimer in
the country she so effectively stripmines
of themes. I had (I thought) thoroughly

rexuched

her. 1 had been to see her

mad at the Amnesty International
Writers’ Congress in Toronto in 1981. I
had read seven story collections and all
eight norvk, burrowed through reviews
and pieces she herself had written for
the .Qw lbrk Review ofBooks. sniffed
for traceS of her name in newspapers

and sundry periodicals. I was prepared
to Rnd 8aps in information and inaccuraeies. but no major surprises of fact.
This is, after all, the em where famous
wirers are chronicled as they walk, and

?liilpcd bctwe”

the covers of blo-

:l.aphies even before they drop. I was
doing it myself.
But that was before I discovered the
South African
artist’s passion for
ptirwq
Privacy that doesn’t mm its

seeker into a” enigmatic cult hem as it
could here (J.P. Donleavy, J.D. Salieger), but is necessatysimply in order to
get the next project done. My first
meathtg with Gordlmer was a kind of
pre-interview. so we could talk and get a
little used to each other. It took place in
the thick Johannesburg sun in the late
afternoon on the patio of Gwdimer’s
Iargc. white. suburban home. There was
nothiry that wasn’t pleasant to the eye
- all lush green and tropical shrubbery.
like birds of paradise and such. A large
friendly dog thumped his tail on my leg
and threti cats took shifts at begg?ng for
mUI:.
Rut gett@ used to each other in
South Africa tends to mea” talking
about the political situation. Betwee”
sips of China tea I asked her whether the
calm a visitor sees was at all real, since it
seemed so much at odds with the picture
of South Africa in foreign news coverape. She responded by pointing over my
shoulder to what looked to me like more
hu:e houses and trees. But just north of
Gordimcr’s home, a few months before.
the bulldoxrs had once again been
knocking over the houses of people
rchcduled for “relocation” under the
Group Areas Act, which designates
sepuate livbtg areas for each racial
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8mup. (Needless to say, whites have
rarely had to move to accommodate the
grand design.) Petty apartheid - the
stuff of segregated park benches,
washrooms, and queues - may have
eased .a little, but the South African
government’s *‘separate development”
policies seemed only to gather momentum. Gordbner said she and a Ub” crew
had managed to get to the site and shoot
some footage before anyone chased
them away. “Footage” took a moment
to sink in - what foot=? What film
crew? Was someone making a movie
about hex?
Since the need for secrecy had now
pawd -all the film to be shot in South
Africa had bee” completed-she could
tell me. The project turned out to be six
hour-long films based on six Gordimer
stories: “Good Climate, Friendly
Inhabitants,” “A Chip of Glass Ruby,”
“Six Feet of the Country,” “Not for
Publication,” “Town and Country
Lovers.” and the one she had read in
Toronto, “Oral History.” Gordimer
had often been approached to sell Ulm
rights to ha work, particularly after her
1919 novel, Burger’s Daughler, made
such a bii splash in North America. But
she had turned all the offera down: “If
you’ve see” what Reds ha done to
Russia” Revolution, can you imagii
what a” Ameticen director would do
Burger’s mghler?*’ Then European
backers approached with a” offer that
was lrresistiblc: full financial support
from them and full artistic control for
her. So, for tJx past two years, Gordimer has been culture-shocked by collective activity - she has turned film
.pmducer. AU in utmost quiet. with a
completely South African cast and crew.
The slightest peep and the government
would have noticed, and the police
would have noticed, and suddenly
obstacles would have cropped up. not to
mention mysterious observers.
Once she had decided to talk to me
about it, she was full of concerns and
details -it was, after all, most of what
she’d bee” doing for two years. She was
running into problems now with the last
story, “Oral History,” about the effects
of a counter-insurgency war on a native
village, like the one South Africa is
fzhting in Namibia and which white
Rliodeslans fought for many years. (It is
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included in A Soldier’s Embrace,
published in paperback this yeat by
Penguin.) She knew Robert Mugabe.
and had received high-level government
appmval,to film the story in Zimbabwe,
but just as hu ctw was about to start
permission was revoked. Speculation
was that such a project might upset the
renmining whites - the white farmers.
for example, so essential to food pmduction in the new blade-ruled state. The
story v/as too accurately renliniseent for
comfort. Swzlland had already turned
it down, and now it looked like it might
have to be shot in Kenya, where neither
the language spoke” nor the village setting would resemble Southern Africa.
And it would be very hard for Gordimer
to meet there with the director: ha
South African pariah passport was no
good for entry intd Kenya.
While politics, added to the ordinary
logistics, made this last shoot difficult, it
was no more than she had already gone
through, and on the whole Gordima
was pleased that secrecy and care had
produced five films as true to her work
as the collective process could make
thrm. She was also happy to take nte to
see the rough cuts of two of the stories.
in the process driving through the fast
white parts of Johannesburg I’d see”
that were only moderatdy well-to-do.
The film company was camped in a
small white house with a vandalized
fmnt yud. whose single glory was a fullgmwn. fruit-bearing avocado tree. No
sia” atmounced that business w= condieted here.
The first fib” screened, “Good
Clbnate, Friendly Inhabitants,” had suffered a little in the tramlation. Though
well acted and shot, instead of being a
complex, examination of a lonely
woman’s two relationships (one with a
young white hood who is briefly her
lover, the other with a black man who
works where she does). it was a totally
whitened story about dangerous love
(the black chamcter turned into an inexplicably friendly cipher). Well-acted and
shot, it still suffered by comparison.
Gordima grumbled about it: she has
had to curtail her solitary perfectlo”ls”t
while performing this new role.
The other film, based on “A Chip of
Glass Ruby” 2 even without music and
the final technical smoothing of fti
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qualities and colours - was strong in
impact and entirely tme to its source. It
is about a political hemioe, hlrs. Bamjee. an Indian housewife who, out of the
simpk conviction that “no one should
be left out,” combines activism with
Family life, running off protat pamphlets after dinner and loo& into the
night on a machine set up on the
sideboard. She meets the inevitable end
- arrest Fo the middle OFthe night and
detention without trial.
On the small, flickering, ~olour TV, I
v;atched bulldozers rip into pale pastel
houses and realized that this was the
Footape the crew had snatched - real
bulldozers, real houses, real people
displaced in the Framework of the tietion. Gordimer told me afterwards, sitting in dx rumpled mock living-room of
the production house, that the teenaged
actor rho pla)~ Mrs. Bamjee’s son and,
in the film, orgaoires a school pmtest,
had ad-libbed the speech he gives to his
classmates. “How would it be done?”
the director had asked. The boy knew all
about the solidarity necessary between
rhe various shades of “blacks” in South
Africa: he knew that Indian is really
black and’coloured is black, and had the
nerds and Feelings to muse the actorchildren to stand together.

--
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The reality had extended even Further,
despite all Gordimer’s personal care For
secrecy_ The amateur actress hired to
play Mrs. Bamjee was a teacher From the
province of Natal. She had already been
“downgraded” once at her job For
political activitiej, which meant she was
sent to teach Far enough Fmm her home
in Durban For it to beapunishment. The
film was shot during school break last
year, but overlapped a week with the
beginning of school. When the actressteacher asked For permission to extend
the break with a week’s unpaid leave she

. . .

UnqlJote

RESEARCHNOTESFrom a correspondent
of lhic department who has recently

been pondering the continued ill-health
of the book business:
Canada is a small sad backwardmantry:
the tongue of half of <it is French. Xx. I
English half is pmbably the dumbest
English-speaking
populationanywhere.It
reads less per capita than any other
.knovn civilizedpopulation.
- Wyndbam Lewb
The lack OFmentalaliis fundamental. Canada is a non-conductorfor any
SC.011
of Inlellstual curmu.
- FrederickPhilip Grove

naively told her employers a little too
much about the project. Permission was
granted, but when she reported back to
school she was informed that ha job
had been terminated - For taking a
weak’s unpaid leave. Such are the
rewards of candid behaviour in South
Africa. This is why artists learn early to
let the world know only what they intend
it to know, and only when they want .it
to Find out.

It is not lackofmoneythalmaka Canada
about the poorc~t book market in the
world outside of Sedeaambia.The bald
truth is that Canada has the mmey but

would rathl spendit on whisky than on
books.
- Robert Ban
I am the last person 10 assert that the
writer is entitled to a reward in the Form
of money. . . . The trouble is that the
Canadian public nxoanirrr no other
reward. The money standard. being the
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Still unsolved almost 40 years later, the
murder of Canada’s richest robber baron continues
to provoke literary speculation
By ROY MacGRl.3GOR

~NTHELOWER
bar of the Nassau hotel that legend maintains incorrectly. the family contends - Sir Harry Oakes bought
just so he could Jim the mu;tre d’ who bad refused to seat him
without a necktie, British author James Leasor taps his table
edge. thinking. Beyond the window a musty tropical shower
has released its weighted drops, but the major dlstorbance is
Inside. where Leasor (Green Beach, The Sea Wok) is considering rhe latest in a long string of adventure novels. His
research of the Second W&Id War and the Duke of Windsor’s
mysterious role in it has brought him, naturally enough, to the
site of one of the century’s
most celebrated crimes: the
murder, on July g, 1943, of
Canada’s Sir Harry Oakes.
The murder remains unsolved,
and Leasor has come up
against a wealth of speculation
that continues four decades
aher the crime. “They say you
caa only go to King Tutankhamun’s tomb once.” he says as
$ he sips hii Heineken. “H.%?,
6 you have to wonder.”
2
Barely a block away.
2 beneath a stem portrait of the
g namesake he still refers to as
% “Daddy” even though his own
$ hair is whitening with F,
z E?z?E::,
lsziE~;;:alz
2 shakes his head wearily. To a
d question about his father, the
son only poses another: “What
can you do?”
The otiglnal question conCCIILS.
naturally,
resting in
oeacs. This combtg year will mark the 40th anniversary of the
-&lslyBahamas m&r, and it is 70 years since m_Oaku,
prospector, struck gold on the shore of what now is known as
Kirkland Lake. That happier occasion was recognhed this year
with the opening to the public of Oak& magnificent chateau
on the site of his now-dormant Lake Shorn Mines. As well,
Pen@
has recently released the paperback version of
Timothy FhtdIey’s novel, FamousLaG Fyordp, which dams to
mm& the O&es murder with the oft-rmnoured Nazi sympathies of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor.
Harry Oaken was born in Maine on Dec. 23.1874. In 1924
he became a naturalized Canadian, a dozen years after he and
his partners found the first vein of what was to become the
largest gold mine in North America. As Lake Shore stock rose
from 32% cents a sham in 1917 to 562.50 a sham in 1936,
Oak.%went from being a near paoper to quite likely the richest

man in Canada. But he was also a man with eoormous pride in
his contention that he’d made his millions al no other man’s
expense. He failed to see why he @old pay the Canadian
augment
517,500 a day 111UuLeSJUStfor the right t0 live
“Listen,” Oakes told the Toronto Slar’s Gmg Clark in
1939, “when a man makes money he has to stay two jumps
ahead of the people trylog to take it from him. The ‘have-nets’
today are complately in command. Pride of ownership used to
belong to all men. but it’s getting narrower. Pride of possession today belongs to the
politicians. You find it. They
take it.”
It was an easy se& the%
when Harold Christie, an
ambitious Nassau m&estate
salesman, talked Oakes into
moving to the Bahamas, where
there were - and still am - no
taxes. When he left Canada the
farewells were hardly heart\warming. “Multimillionaire
Champ Tax-dodger.” said one
headline. “Santa Claus to
Bahamas. But Heart Like Frigid&e to the Land That Gave
Him We&h.” Snubbed in his
ambition to be made a Canadian senator, Oakr.8 walked
away from the Northern
Ontario area that had delivered
up an estimated 5250 million in
gold. In retom he left behind a
church site. a skating rink,
some fiws skates, toboggans.
and Books of Knowledge for
the Kirkland Lake children. In Nassau he built a waterworks
and a golf course, set up a bus service for the natives, an
airplane service for emergency illnesses, free milk for the
children, and a fund for unwed mothera. To this he added a
gift of 5400,000 to St. George’s Hospital in London, England.
and in 1939 King George Vt rewarded him with a hereditary
baronetcy. When Oakes dled?he Bahamas erected a monument to him. In Canada, where the baron had been refused a
mere senatorship, his obituary in the Roayn-Noranda Prew
noted sourly: “What Harry Oakes might have done, and what
he did for Kirkland Lake, whichgave him hi wealth, are as far
apart as the poles.”
But it is not Sir Harry Oakes’s life that they still debate
today; it is the manner of his death. On that hot day in 1943.
when Oakes’s wife and four of their tive children were vacationing in cooler Maine, his by-then close friend Hamkl
.
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Cbrirtie went to make him in his Nassau estate and discovered
the baron’s skull had been shattered by four vicious blows
behind the ear. The body had been partially set afire, possibly
to disguise the true nature of the cdme.
It was a murder so shocking and mystifying that it shoved
the czar from the fiunt pages of the world’s newspapers, much
to the distaste of the governor of the Bahamas, the Duke of
Windsor. He had tried, unsuccessfully, to suppress the news,
and had even gone so far at fu3t as to suggest the death might
somehow be suicide. Within days the Nassau hotels were jammed with reporters - including Ede Stanley Gardner, who
v:as witing for the Hearst press. For the next several weeks
there v;as the Oakes trial and then the war. in that order.
Charged with the murder was Oakcs’s son-in-law, Marie
.4lfr& Fouquereaux de Marigny. a tall, handsome., twiw
divorced Maurkanian who, without Sir Harry’s permission,
had mwuriedNancy Oakes. hi eldest daughter, two days after
her ICth birthday. The two men had fought, and the clrcumstantial evidence was strong, but the case for the Crown
eventually began to resemble a frameup. It fell apart over a
fin~rprint matching de Marigny’s that the?Miami police chief
- personally called in to handle the case by the Duke of Windsor - claimed had come from an object In Sir Harry’s
bedroom. More Likelyit had come fmm a cigarette package the
policeman had pressed into de Marlguy’s hand long after the
crime had taken place. De Madgay was quickly declared not
guilty and. in the nearly 40 years since. no progress whatsoever
has b:en ma& towards solving the murder.
But that does not mean it has gone a\lay. In Nassau even
today the crime remains a sensitive topic. “It’s somethlng
b&xIly that you don’t talk about.” says Allen Duff&l.
Canada’s honorary consul there. “You ask a taxi driver about
it and he’ll detour you in a holy minute away from it.”
Where the case for the prosecution ended, the theories
began. In The Life andDeath of SirHmy 0ake.v. published in
1959, Geoffrey Boaa vowed in his opening chapter to reveal
what everyone has always speculated on. In the end he
delivered nothing but a plea to exhume the body and reopen
the investigation. In 1972 Marshall Houts, in King’s X,
appeared to follow through on Bocca’s hints and laid the
murder firmly on the doorstep of Miami mobster Meyer Lansky. Houts argued that “reliable EonIidential informants” had
told him that Oakes and Christie and even the Duke himself
had been scheming to open up the island to gambling casinos
as a way of ensuring its prosperity without resorting to taxes.
Oakes allegedly had reneged on the deal, possibly because of
his own hi&ly conservative morality. and also becaw his
cldcrt son. Sidney, then 16, was beginning to fall under the
$.&+Iof Phrsau’s low life - a spell that would undoubtedly increase rith leg&ed gambling.
I-toutsclaimed that Lansky - who ultimately did gain the
gambling concession - sent Oakes a very simple, very direct
message. This, according to Houts, would explain the Duke’s
peculiar behaviour at the time of the.murder, and might
explain vhy the Duke and Duchess soon decided to spend as
little time as possible in Nassau until the war was over, when
th<y could return to Europe.
Then. IO years later, came Findlcy’s Famous Last U’om!~.
The connection between Nad Germany and the abdicated
King Edward wt has long been the subject of rumours and
specuIations, and has been strengthened by a certain amount
of fact. The Duke of Windsor wwsa known German sympathizer. Only months after he gave up the British throne “for
the woman I love,” he and WaIlls Simpson toured Nazi Germany and met Hitler. The Duke was of German descent; his
fasouritc kmguage was Gennaa; his mother, Queen Mary, had
been a German princess, and spoke with a German accent. The
Duke’s sympathies were so wl1 known that Winston Churchill
ordered the Duke and Duchess to leave Europe for the
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Bahamas once the war began. ii was strongly believed the
Nazis were courting them to gain a bizarre kind of “royal
respcclability.” It has also been suggested that this courtship
continued long after the Wbtdsors, aghast at the prospect of
exile. arrived in dtvaded Nassau.
Findley, who researched his fiction with all the attention to
detail nommlly brought to a non-fiction work, came to believe
that this intriguing scenario was not only plausible but %zy,
very real.” In his fiction he fcdlowd through on the speculation, placing Sii Harry O&es in the middle of the action as the
Duke and Duchess - particularly the Duchess - $chcme to
quit the island by night, with a yacht arranged to take them to
a waiting Gemtan submarine. Fmdlcy’s fictional Sir Harry
stumbles upon the plan quite by accident and is outraged, as
befits any mau who in real life had donated several Spitfires
toward the Battle of Britain. In Piodley’s version. the Csnsdian mllllonaire becomes an obstacle between the Duchess and
her ambitions, and his murder takes on new implications.
Suspicions concerning Wallii Simpson’s motivw are not
new: “You can get any amount of stuff on her and her connections at the time,” says Fiudley. But it is dadng in the extreme
to come out publicly with such a theory when the principal
character is aliy - though said to be barely - and in seclusion near Paris. For this reason, undoubtedly, publication of
FamousLast Wordshas been delayed in Great Britah~“for the
time being” - a convenient euphemism for whatever remains
of the Duchess’s controversial life.
Whether the concern is ltiwsuits or, just as likely, mysI
family disapproval, the delay may be keeping Fmdley from his
most lucrative market. His previous novel. The Wars, was we.U
received in England, and Famous Last Wortfs showed every
sign of doing evenbetter. Canadiin sales were in the clear bcstseller range, and reviews mostly good. In the United States,
where the hardcover edition is currently on sale, reviews in the
New York.Times, Newsweek, lime, and the Boston Globe
have been “unbelievable and gratifying,” says Pindley.
Should the British publishers conthtue to delay, much of the
book’s momentum might be lost.
Whether the Duchess of Windsor eveo knows about Famous
Last Words no one can be sure. The family of Sir Harry Oaka
does; but has not bothered even to purchase a copy of it. They
know only too well that the stories will not end there. TheLife

and Death qf Sir Harry Oak gaveway to King’sX, which
stepped asid? for Famous Last Words,which will be replaced
by whatever James Leasor chooses to write about the affair.
Piction or non-fiction, the family is barely interested. Complaining, they feel, will only interest more people in a story
that familymembers wish would go away. “I don’t pay too
much attention to the stories,” says Harry Oakes. “There’s so
much literature around that I can’t contribute 1o it.” Besides,
the family has had more than its share of other troubles. The
young daughter who stood so faithfully by de Maxigay .
throughout the hideous trial was later divorced from hhn; two
sous died tragically at young ages; a car accident near Nassau
last year severely iRiured another daughter only months aft=
Sir Harry’s widow died. “The family,” says James Leasor.
“seems almost cursed.“’
’ It was Fhtdley’s preoccupation with another concern, the
spread of fascism, that brought him to Sii Harry Oakes.
“Writers aren’t just busybodies,” he argues. “In trying to fmd
the meaning of fascism in an area where nobody has ever looked for it, among the artists and high-livers - rather than
where everyone eke had looked, among the low life and the
monsters, and then dismi4ing it as the work of monsters - I
found it among humans who are simply attracted by the glitter. Theo you are walking into the dwelling place of the human
race, real people whose needs are human, and it is also here.
“You have to tamper, don’t you see. The fascination is
there. . . . How do you ignore Sir Harry Oakes?” 0
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Graeme Gibson’s third novel celebrates the
romance of the machine, but ultimately it is nature
that conauers with a random ferocity

Perpelual Motion, by Graeme Gibson, McClelland 6 Stewwt, 2g3 pages,
516.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 3291 9).
BELIEVEIT OR NOT.it’s been 13 years
since the publication of Graeme
Gibson’s much-praised Five Legs, and
more than a decade since the appearance
of his second work, Commmion. Yet
both novels rem& in print, a credit to
his conchming appeal in this ccmntry as a
fine literary craftsman. That Gibson’s
novels last has as much to do wirh the
power of his marerials as with his gifts as
a stylist. Of course, a gap of some 11
years between novels crm be misleading:
those of us who have continued to read
his travel pieces and inlerview know
Ihal Gibson has not been in hermetic
retreat. For several years he has been at
work on n single novel. now at last
delivered up, bound-over. intact - and
an astonishing rork it is.
While P~r~etualMotion is, like Comsutniorr. a novel of unhinging obsession
and mania, the range and complexity of
its ~~mponunts reflect a more ambhious
direction for Gibson: one in which the
earlier narrow dreads have exploded info
mukiple inrerlocking patterns, an entire
scale of peculiar, dazzling resonances
vzbh something of Ihe focal effect, as
Conrad called it, of looking through the
eyeglass of “a damaged kaleidoscope.”
In irr bare bones (and bones, as a matter of hch ore importam in this book),
Perpemal Motion is a form of historical
novel. The sfor)’ begins in 1860 when
Robert Fraser - a settler farming north
of Toronto near a place called, apprw
prialely, Mad River-discovers beneath
his plough “an inrricate and marvellous
cage of bones,” the skeleton of a great
mastodon. Enwepreneurs uilima.tely
convince Fraser to exhibit his find. and
in IS65 we find Fraser in mid-19lhcentury Toronto. a city of public hangings. brick mansions on Jarvis and Sherboume, rail yards and wharfs, teeming
carnival grounds, brolhels, and a tavern
called the Frozen Ocean where men
debate fhe her political and scientific
issues of the day. it is here that Fraser

and olhers discourse 81 length on his
life’s obsession, the invention of a
perpeual motion machine, lhe search
for “an essential core. some class of
rejuvenating centn.” In offez, Progress’s version of the Holy Grail. To
construct an endlessly self-generating
complex, a great machine in psrpehrum
mobile, would npt only serve the great
cause of, Progress but would. of course.
confer a degree of immorlality upon inventor and inventkin. (“There’s a great
future in perpetual motion,” remarks
Fraser, with nits unwitting irony.) In a
novel where the ravages of time and
nature are sometimes cruelly evidenced,
and where the antediluvian vies with the

wme Gibson

new, such a paradox is both stunning in
its conception and centi to the work.
Part three brings us to 1876, with
Fraser working with renewed intensily
on his great pm&t, “a man failing
among his machines,” while his farm
and family suffer neglect and estrange
ment. The passage of years is no longer
marked “by the seasons, the growth of
his children or the inevitable decay of his
own body . . . but by the discovery and
aquisition of essential components,”
by the very advances and failures of his
machine, housed in separate quarws.
comprising a hot-house life within that
orher life he leads. By 1878, however.
Fraser is a rich man: not from his great
invenlion (which still resists solution)
but. ironically, through his clew deal-

ings as supplier to hunrers sod in real
estate. He has become unexpectedly a
modem man of property and cnlerprise,
thriving in an emergent, upwardly
mobile society where progress and
wealth involve knowing tbar the new
railway will include Mad River in its
route.
Still, the primaly obsession grates and
consumes until Fraser, in an explosive
finale. displays the Great Machine at last
to a crowd gathered like “pilgrims to a
holy place,” smelling “progress, the
elixir of growth.” This machine, meant
to set into perpetual motion a model of
the solar system, a giant omry that
“would move in miniature grandeur,
their orbits mirrors of the originals,”
represems Fraser’s dimacleric, and an
icon out of Poe or Hawthorne in which
man, in his manic, insular quest to
imitate Ihe Creator. wills some terrible
incarnation of the universe:
~rc&ess g the result of some rational
. . For what an machines
. . . bu; s wncsntrsdon of power
. . . bower entrspped, enslaved. 10
simplifyand enrichfhe labours of man.
If Perpetual Motion were no more
than the sum of its narrative. it would be
fascinating enough. But Gibson has
built into the wave of the novel a vast
confederation of images and juxtapositions that conslantly push the reader
inlo confrontations with “851 cosmic
exempla that come dare to mirroring
Fraser’s own raging demcntalism.
Consider the concepr of perpetual
motion itself. Well before we conceive
of it as an attribute of the Great
Machine, the bush and forest and sky
are seen to be Learningwith living bloodmotion. After diicovering his mastodon
skeletpn, Fraser imagines it as a great
consmct. “a great beast moving irresistibly, bulling its way in the forest, the
angular ribs, each Separate vertebra in a
line. . . rising on massive legs.” indeed, the novel itself begins with
“rushing wings,” and while he digs for
the prehistoric bones “a straggle of wild
pigeons shoot low over his field.”
Especially in these early pages -
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fact throuehout the novel - the nalural
world is a world of perpetual motion,
shimmcrinc unr& and flux, a cadence
of living tlyingsin continuous fliiht and
prorl: hens peck, sows jerk, donkeys
kick. s\:a11ov%chittcr, the labours of
men and women are constantly being
punctuated by wheeling, soaring birds,
or animals roaming the bush. In the
great chain of being there are also the
pump, bellows. and circulating watets of
the human body - a perpetual motion
machine if ever there was one. A
vwman’5 triceps m seen “flapping like
turkey wttles.” and Fraser’s wife Mary
images him as a construction
cmmmcd?Gthinterlockinswheels and
pendulums. . . full of mders hunger,
cxh bb locked into Ihe next with the
\:holu bring driven by a hcreshrchal
need.

Tb seasonal cycles, too, con+~ue “as
if the earth itself were caught, mechanically reTrating the same event again and
again.” From Fraser’s wife. who gives
birth to six children, to friend Will
Cascyy’ounalllned right eye that swivels
and darts beyond his contml. the novel
is inundntcd by this great polyphony of
living, instant motion. (This sense of
endless way and turnover, by the way,
is powerfully captured by Gibson’s
broad we of the present participle. the
ewtuial form to suggest the immediacy
of things in flus.) So it is one of
Gibson’s neatest pamdoses that amidst
this oridrnce of self-generating life,
Fnw labours obliviously on his Great
Machine, an imitation at best of that
rorking nature that surrounds him and,
nicest touch of all, tInally makes him
rich.
But tbe romance of the machine is
poaerful. Men speak in awe of the
Igundary c‘onstmcts of those addicted
to the starch for its perfection. Fraser
has made viooden “wind animals”
chose hinged joints shudder and wheel;
there are tales concerning the Voltaic
l3zlt. the Eagle Steam Washer, the Gorton Boiler. Norman’s Electra-Curative
Batb. Albwt Magnus’s Robot, Orffycus’s Great Wheel, Vaueanson’s
Mechanical Duck, h.Iaetzel’s Panharmonicon. “the liberating inventions of
the artrolabe. the Sextant and the
quadrant.” But. except for Orffyeus’s
perhaps mythical wheel, these machines
depend upon steam. water. wind. or
closl~worl;to perpetuate their motion. It
is the mysterious “rejuvenating centre,”
a manufactured version of natural
forces. that must be found. that is the
key IO that motion which is selfconducting. self-perpetuating.
Not surprisingly, such a machine is
projested as an exploiter, amagonlst,
ond improwmcnt of nature. Professor
Carrutherr. another seeker after the
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mystery, “despised wilderness, all empty
places,” and his own imperfect machine
“sprawled serene and immutable, freed
by intelligence from all the woes and
joys that burden and exhaust the human
body. ” “The brain,” we are told, “is a
complicated bit of biological machinery
. . . [but] it has its limits.” Catmthers’s
agent, Hackett, states that “if Nature
was to be truly conquered then Nature’s
own Force, her Secret Vitality, must be
used against her.”
And yet in Gibson’s universe of
opposmg forces, it is nature and instinct
that conquer with a’ random ferocity.
While Fraser literally inhabits bll Great
Machine as if it were the extension of his
own sinews and blood, his wife Mary
identifies with the more powerfully
evocative Great Tree that stands in front
of their house “as If the rhythm of her
ow” body breathed there against the
sky. . . her brain. . . branching into
t\vigs and shoots.” Their first-born son
Angus, lost for days in the fmren bush
and discovered safe in the cave of a bear,
later becomes a wild man, living among
animals, sharing their language and
habits, despiring the ways of hll father.
Great flights of wild pigeons devastate
the land. Wll Casey, freezing to death in
the bush, slaughters his horse, carves
open its belly and places his infant
daughter in the warm, redemptive blood
where she is- discovered safe the next
day. A condemned Finn, drodping on
the gallows. struggles vainly to defy
gravity by catching his foot on the trap.
The bones of the mastodon defy time as
no machine yet can; and other bones are
sighted, the set of strange “rat’s” teeth
with which Angus is born, Hackett’s
great.cotdcal skull. the yellow an&at
bone that Fraser places in hi orrery to
orbit among his metallic planets. This
ferocious triumph and insurgency of the
natural order also extends to examples
of mutilation and ‘natural freakishness
- two-headed calves. wind-bloated
bulls, Siamese twinp, i4ngus’s mantle of
fur - terrible prodigies of nature set
against the dream of a manufactured
perfection.
But Gibson’s e.xtmorditmry novel is
not simply arranged around the great
dichotomies: Pmgress/History. City/
Country. Machine/Nature, Civilization/
Wilderness. For while Perpelual Motion
is, in part, about the preoccupations of
the 19th-century mind, it is by no means
an imitation of a 19th-century novel. All
of these big issues and conllicts seem to
be refracted through the dementia of
people caught in the traps of their
singularidng obsessions, the claustmphobic loops of mania and compulsion.
In this sense, it is our modern view of
such dlchptomies that informs the novel
and focuses its materials. Even the
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hallowd terminology attached to events
sptittgr from the myth-making of its participants: the Cirettt Exhibition, the
Great Hunt, the Great Machine dreams of fame of a century before.
Yet Perpprul Modon is a morose
novel. There is a sombre density of
mood (reflecting Fraser’s own) that
reighs upon the book and is rarely
lightened or relieved. Even the
humorous anecdotes that come out way
ore often freighted with grimness and
malevolence. And loose ends remain,
situations lhrt have been set up are left
unremlveed: the ultimate fate of Angos.
the natore of Will Casey’s daughter,
cho is raised by the Frasers, the relatiottship of Tom Gilpin and Alice Fraser -

the child most like Fraer himself. In tt
novel concentrated in obsessional drives,
such materials must, I soppose, be
pushed toYhe periphery: since personal
integration
and sane domestic
possibilities are on the outlands of the
crocial centte, while “prute single
mindedness” dominates and obscmxs.
Still, one wonders.
Countering the sometimes oppress&
heaviness of its mood, though, the novel
ba.5sorprlslng &ff, a styllstlc buoyancy.
Especially in his extensive description of
wildlife. and iq. particular bird lore,
Gibson’s prose achieves a remarkable
fluency and momentum, a kind of
perpetual motion in i&elf.
Nor does Gibson’s rendeting of the

19th~century scene seem at all stilted in
its details, or mere showcasing. A few
years ago Thomas Gavin published a
novel called Kingkill. an intexestlng tie
- tional accomtt of the man hidden inside
Mae&l’s chess-player automaton. Yet
for all its exposltional delall on the lore
of the great clockwork machine and
descriptions of 19th~century Am&an
citlcs, Gavin’s novel was characterized
by an archival mustiness, the smell of the
library. of researchimperfectly digeskd.
Gibson is never guilty of this. While he
gives us some great set pieces anchored
in research. he has integrated all of his
materials into an intticalely dramatized,
scentless whole. In this, as in other ways,
Pe~~&ual Motion is his fittestwork. 0
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Hugh Hood’s new novel is a study in
conflict. between real events vividly recalled
- and pallid, second-hand knowledge
By I.M. OwEiv
,

Elocl: nod White Keys, by Hugh
Hood, ECW Press, 304 pages, Sll.95
cloth (ISBN 0 920802 35 4) and $8.95
pilp~(ISBN 0 920802 37 0).
V:HEN WA’-BETH CODRINOTON. in A New
Athem said lo Matthew Godeticb “Of

course the trtte subject for the painter is
the soul’s voyage in the companionship
of Jesus and the angels,” the voice was
also the voice of Hugh Hood. stating
rhat is to him the true subject for the
novelist. With Black and While Keys his
cycle The Akw Age brbtgs to the centre
of the stage an aspect of that voyage that
lurked on the periphery in its three
predecessors: the fact of evil.
T/x Swing in the Garden mountd
Mart Goderich’s generally happy
childhood in the 1930s. It’s a sunny
book, cllmaxbtg with the glorious sommer of 1939 (when it mined only on
weekends). But then came the fall, and
Hood raised the obvious pmt to the
dignity of metaphor when after sttmmarlzing the events of that autmtm he
ended the book with the words: “It
mode for a long fall.”
This idea of the fall recurs. Reservoir
Ravine has a double ending: bt October,
1979. as Mat1 revisits the scenes of his

_ .._.. -__________.__.I.
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infancy, sad and solitary for reasons we
have yet to learn; and with the Crash of
October, 1929, followed by the ominous
spring of 1930, when Sam Aaronsohn,
the Gemtat+.lewlsh friend of Mat’s
parents, is writing to them about the rise
of the Nazis and the threatened collapse
of the Webnat Republic.
Black and While Keys, part four of A
New Age, begins in another autumn
_(?hougb, as the ecette is Ottawa, it’s
winter already), when evil ia clearly in
‘the ascendant: November, 1941. Malt
Go&xich’s falber Andrew, a pacifist
philosophei who resigned his university
post on principle a few years earlier, is
being recruited for a network based in
Switiland and tun by Sam Aaronsohn
in &tern Germany.
Andrew’s specific mission is to help
bring Georg Mandel, att eminent
Chmttan philosopher, out of Da&au so
that he can tell the world about what is
happening in the concentration camps.
The escape is achieved. Mtmdel,
already nearly dead from experiments
done on him in aid of cold-weather
military medical research, is smuggled
out of Dachau in a catload of cotpses,
and with great difficulty taken into
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Switzerland. where be dies at last without having been able to give his testimony. Andrew slays on to continue the
work. with little success; on his final trip
into Gemtatty, in August, J943. be f&s
that his network is destroyed. He
remains in Switzerland tJll the end of the
war, writing a book on genocide, Sin
Quantified, for which he receives the
Nobel Peace Prize for 1950.
Black ad JVkifeKejs consists of five
long chapters, and this story - the
Black Keys - occupier the three oddnumbered ones. The other two (0
natural and A natural, I guess) contain
Matt’s story of his life as a schoolboy lo
wartime Toronto, a contbtu~tion of The
Swing in the Gaden. The contrast is
shop and effective. Imtocance ~stlll
prevails in Toronto; evil la represented
by Raymond Massey playing Gestapo or
SS officers bt the movies (“the Nazis
had the best uniforms”) or, B little later,
by the Masked Marvel, the vlctotiotts
villain of countless wrestling matches at
Maple Leaf Gardens, who when finaUy
defeated and unmasked was revealed as
“none other than . . . Freddie ‘King
Kong’ Cox of Cleveland, Ohio”
(“‘King Kong’ Who?“).
The movies. wrestling. pop culhtre
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penwalls. constitute one of Hugh
Hcod’s fields of special expertise, and
thtw’s a rpccial joy in seeing him run on
about it. Gv:ing to a blind spot (deaf
spot?) I have never in my life responded
to his principal hem, Bittg Crosby (or to
the others - Frank Sinatra, Perry
Como, and 15 more, all to be found
listed on p@e 212). bat I do respond to
the informed enthusiasm of his writing
on the subject: “while Crosby and
Sinatra phrased more subtly than Coma,
. . . only Como understood how to pmduce the voice in such a way as to
pm:wve tonal purity. and the health of
the instrument itself. . . . There was *
period around 1944 when Bing Crosby
via5 having difficulty of some kind with
his voice. perhaps a series of bronchial
problems. He xvasunable to produce his
customary high notes, and the voice
could not ‘speak readily. Then in the
later rtccr of his career the middle of
the voice roq9hraed; a few new tones
appcxed at the bottom of his range. of
powrful r;prersiveness and sonority.
and surpti’sisgly some of the high notes
rmppuarcd. At the time of his death,
Bing Crosby was sbtgiy better than he
had for mmy years. . . . ” Here’s a man
rho I:nov:r what he’s talking about, and
lores v/hot he knows.
Mart Coderich tries to be a crooner
himsrlf. v;ith disastrous results that
might have been predicted from his
earlier failure to be a pianist. “The black
and mhite !:cys stayed separated.” As do
the metaphorical black and white keys
of this book. The Matt God&h
chaptcrs are illuminated with the same
quality BET/E Swing in the Garden attd
.4 .Yw rlrlwns - the ma& touch that
tmnrmutc.‘Eremembered experience into
art. That’s where Hood’s genius lies.
The Andrev: Goderich chaptus suffer,
cwt mow than Rsenior Ravine dkl,
from king bated on second-hand knowledge. The cvettts are strong. but the tellin: fails to grip. in spite of memorable
~wne; of !totror and some of beauty.
Twrion :cxs lip as characters er~pound
the situation to each other la heavy
editorializittS dialogue, rather as in
Hoph h.l-,cLennan’s Return qf fhe
Sphin And Andrew’s lively personality
Ins turned pallid and dull.
Hood intmduczs real people into the
group or@zin$ the escapes, drawn
from the Ixtomn members of the German cottcpiraciur against Hitler, notably
Ccwnt Atbwcht vo” Bernstorff. HansBemd Gizlus. and - ttever appearbtg
but 8%: dirwtion from afar - that
ambiyour tigure Admiral Cmtaris. the
head of the Abwhr. Subject to correction lin WC Hood has read more recent
authorities than I have), I deeply doubt
rhcther the officers who kept mounting
those unruccessftd plots against Hitler

from 1938on took much interest in matters Likethe concentration camps: They
had made it possible for Hitler to take
supreme power because he offered them
job security. Then, when they saw him
losing a war for them, they sought to kill
him; but first they wanted assttmnce that
tl~e Allies \vould deal with a post-Nazi
govemment, and not in&t on uttcottditional surrender. That was why the exGestapo man Gisevitts was planted in
Zurich as vicexonsttl, to negotiate with
Allen Dulles, who also appears in tbis
book. 1 find it hard to believe that
Glsevhts or hi masters lost much sleep
over the concentration camps. I know
there’s one crumb of evidence, also
referred to here.: a Munich businessman
who was an agent of the ALwelir was
arrested in 1942 for smuggling foreign
currency across the Swiss border, and it
did turn out that he had previously taken
money to Jewish refugees. But when he
broke down and told the Gestapo what
he knew the information seems to have
been all about the plotters against
Hitler, not about escapes from Dachatt.
I think there’s a failure of historical
imagination hem. Contrast the much
subtler treatment of Getmattv in the
same period in MacLemtan’s kxs in

-..._.

Tintc. in which Canaris is a major
r@tre.
In the Balfour debate in Reservoir
Ravine a speaker said: “Are we to
lgttote the claims of Jewty because the
Holy Land isn’t in Manitoba or Quebec?
I say to you that the Holy Land ic bt
Manitoba and Quebec, and it is the
otherwayrottnd too.“(-Iltespcakerwas
unnamed, but described as a young
history lectttrer with a “charactcrlstic
lisp” and “easy charm” - in fact L.B.
Pearson. However. in this book he has
acquired the name of Charlie Pope.)
This statement - whose slight tmgainliners is a strength, somehow - echoes
through this book and provides its overt&

tiding thcpe: the nature of Zlotdsm and
its signifcance especialIy for Gentilea.
Hood concludes with an appendix cot+
taining Andrew Goderich’s Nobel accep
tame speech, in which he pleads for a
bicultural and binational state in
Palestine, on the model of Canada.
Hooelesslv umeallstic. of course.. But
looicwh&e realism h& brought us. 0
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book that doesn’t sliow the artist at work is
like a drafty museum - of little use to the
enthusiast and inhospitable to the general reader

An

art

By GARYMICHAEL

OF‘IHISSEMCIN’S
bloom of art and gift
books, ~CbrlstopberPratt, by David P.
Silcox and Merlke Weller (Prentice
Hall/Key-Porter. 560.00) is probably the
most satisfactory or - to pot it more
realistically - the least irritating. A
trade version of the thousand-dollar
Quintus Press edition of a couple of
yearsago, this handsomely made volume
reproduces all of the important paintings by the enigmatic Newfoundlander.
and doe so with such fidelity (and on
such heavy, glamorous paper) that they
actually maintain something of the
lonely, evacuated airlessness that lends
Pratt’s pictures their authorltv as
engines of mystery and meditation.
One of tbe pleasant surprises of the
book is the inclusion in it of many of the
preliminary studies and working drawings for Pratt’s major paintings. A”
important function of a book like this
(yld how many are there, after all?) is to
allow us. if possible, a glimpse of the
artist at work;. the artist in the process of
being vzhat he is. Other&e, art books
tmn into drafty museums of little use to
the enthusiast and inhospitable to the
general reader. Chrkfopher F’mlt is,
vzith all its slickness and eve” glibness, a
genuine attempt to show what Pratt
really is like and what his pictures are
about.
Silcox’s preliminary essay (“Night
Windov:” is too Gothic a title for such
mniable chit-chat) is breezy and informative and not so gauchely vwltten as his
te..t for The Silence and the Storm, the
Tom Thomson book he did a few years
ago tvith Harold Tow”, though he is still
capable of such infelicities as: “Pratt
approaches the business of sailing with
the singlwnindedness of the returning
salmon.” Merike W&r’s conversational afterword (“Reflections”) is a
watery biographical meander with the
art&t thm refuses to ask the hard quations. (It is remarkable, is it not, how little you have to do to garner co-authorship?) AU in all, however. the book is
earnest and honest (as far as it goes) and
attractive to hold and look at.

DAULT

Not quite so much can be said for the
eve” iore lavish snd expensive The
Canadian Earth: Landscape Paintings
by the Group of Seven (Cerebra&
PrenticeHall, 575.00), by Roger Boulet
with Paul Duval (who did the potted
biographies) and A. J. Carson (who did a
foreword full of the requisite special
pleading). This leaden slab of a book is
awash in the typographical cartouches
and filigrees so favoured by Cerebrus
(there are eve” decorative twlddly-bits
surrounding the page numbers) and
aflame with, the blazing c&dour that is
sometimes the work of oar over-

of coloor-printers seized with messianic
zeal.
The ‘book is divided into sections
devoted to each of the Group’s memhers, each section featuring (for some
reason) 11 paintings, except for Pranz
Johnston (who only gets to show five
because he wasn’t very good) and Fred
Varley (who only gets to show five
because, well. he was mostly a portrait
paints, I guess). Boulet’s text is flatfooted in tone and boy-scout&h in its
unthinking enthusiasm. (The text is
divided into such sections as “Blazing
Trails” and “Algonquin Days.“) The
paintings we bll and pleasant enough to
look at, if a bit over-familiar.
What is really needed (though not
until a few seasons hence) is a” honest,
unsentimental, well-researched study of
the Group, their reputations, the real
nature of their meaning to us as Canadians. Something sinewy and aitical.
Until then, glamour presses like
Cerebrus will continue, I suppose, to
grind oat these big, graceless celebrazl; that cost too much and tell us too
Jde d.W. Annstrong’s From Sea
Unto Sea: Art and Discovery Maps of
Cadada (Fleet Books/Lester & Orpen
Denny& $39.95 until December 31,
545.00 thweafter) is an exciting collection of 38 early maps, exceedingly wli
reproduced, shor@ up by the vivid prose
of a man whose entire life revolvcp

around the tracking down and bagging
of these beautiful and strange graphic
episodes in the burgeoning understanding of OUTcountry.
A passionate enthusiast, Annstrong
writes about his maps with something
approaching genuine/ervour- leavened
with wit and a not inc!onsiderabIe
anlo”“t of learning. (“This map ls all
artwork. No navigator could rely on this
delightful cartography. The work ls really
a giant cartouche, a huge baroque Germanic e.xtrav~g~pu~ disguised in the
French language to give it a” air of
authenticity. . . .“) Amusing for the
specialist and fun, too. for the novice,
From Sea Unto Sea has a hectic glamour
and light-hearted scholarship that (IID
teed ln conveying to any rrader the
author’s deep and expansive pleasure in
maps and mapmakers. Armstrong’s joy
is itiectious. And delightful.
Also delightful - if not quite so mercwial - is Glass in Caada: The Fuat
Hundred Years (Methue”, 539.95). by
Canada’s top glass specialist, Gerald
Stevens. Completed after Stevens’s
death last year by his two studentprow&s, Ralph Hedlin and Heidi
Redekop, Glass in Canada is Stevens’s
summary statement
about,
and
catalogoe to, all the types of glass that
he has prove” to be of Canadian origin.
Basically a” annotated photographic
gallery of everything from paperwlghts
and lamps to gobl&s, plates, pitchers,
and servers, the book settles down to be
a hiily usable guide to glass patterns,
types, styles, and place5 of orlgbx. It
tram Stevens’s grrat coops in glass
scholarship: his discovery in 1953 of the
Mallorytown Glass Works; his laborious
matching of patiently excavated glass
shards to previously uncatalogoed patterns of the early Canadian glass “la”“facturers: his heavily rexarched interviews with old-timers from the glass
business. (It is no small achievement
these days to conduct and publish a”
interview that is actually’ prickly with
historical importance.) It’s a book to
keep in your car - so you can loolt’ up

.-

the things you see in wayside antique
stores and at flea markets.
Another of the season’s genuinely
substuulal studies is Imtt: CaM and
Wottght Umn ht Canada from the
Sevcntecnth Century to the Present, by
architectural historians Eric Arthur and
Thomas Ritchie (University of Toronto
Press. 535.00. A carefully written hlstory of iron as a substance and ultimately as an idea, Iron traces the
chemical and then tY social and
aesthetIc history of this soft and stolid
metal from which we have molded and
beaten everything from stoves to
reathervanes. manhole covers to fountains, gates and railings to the
locomotives that pulled the cars that ran
on the rails that opened up the country.
Because iron is as malleable as it is. it
is workable in ways that are surprising
for such a heavy, sublunaty substance
Arthur and Rltchie discuss some truly
brwthtaking manifestations of delicacy
in ironwork and rwzxamine the artistry
of the engineers, architects, and craftstncn who made 19th-century Canada a
showase for the authoritative black
tiligree that we now think of as
synonymous with Vlctorlan elegance.
The book is generous with illustrations,
and many of them are astonishing.
Also authoritative is Robert W. Pass&Id’s Building the Rldenu Cadd: A
Pictorial Wistory (Fitzhenry B Whiteside!Parl:s Canada, $24.95). a modest
and rather charming celebration of this
year’s 150th atmlversary of the building
of Colonel John By’s famous and controve&xl inland waterway. The book
proceeds historically and by nieatts of
delightful contemporary watereolottrs
down the Rideau from Ottawa to Kingston. Ont. The text is detailed and hardrorkittg and full of the mhnttiae of
canal-building. Who knew it was such a
demanding business?) The illustrations
(46 in colour, 21 in black and white) are
beguiling - though smaller than one
would have liked. Basically a good s&d
job.
Speaking of begtdlittg leads us to the
books v:hose only purpose ls to be pretty
for the holidays. There ls a great slew of
them. and I’ll take a glancing blow at BS
many a.5I can manage.
First, a couple of surprises within the
genre. A Basket of Apples: Recollee
tions of f-Iistorlc Nova §eotla. by Harry
BNCZwith photographs by Chic Harris
(Oxford. 34.95), turns out to be more
than just another collection of seating
colour photographs with a symbolic
dtizzle of text by somebody or other.
Harris is a mod photographer. Not
great, but good. He see;tl&gs from
sometimes sutptising angles. He doesn’t
scream at you. He’s gentle. And Bruce,
of course. can write (“Since lobsters are

Stied, edfled,and translated by
Francis Sleegmtdler,
wooer
theUS82 Gold Medal for Biography,
.
AmericanAcademy sod InstiNfe of Arls % LeperS
These magnfficem IeWs., togelher
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world’s most expensive
indulgences, older Nova Scoliens enjoy recalling when they were so
tiresomely plentiful that farmerfishermen dumped them on their fields
es fertilizer. . . .“) Together they have
made ao attractive little book that hes
genuine warmth and charm. Not a mean
accomplishment.
Also surprising in their wit aad verve
within this usually lacklustre geore are a
couple of new books from Altitude Publishing, an enterprising press from
Banff. Alla. Al&ode’s book, Rockies
(S15.95). by Carole Harmon (who took
rhe photographs) and Stephen Hutchings (who wrote the two-page introduction). is squvely within the dumb
book category. Rockier - not “the”
Rockies. just Rockies - is pretty pie
t”res of peaks end valleys, gorges and
glaciers, all just, what you’d expect.
Nothing wottg with it, exactly. But
oothlng distlnguisbed either.
What a surprise, then, to pick up
Altitude’s Lohe Louise: A Dlemond la
the Wilderness @19.93), by Jon Whyte
and the aforementioned Carole Harmon
(who here has merely “compiled and
edited” the photographs), and fled a
funny, touching, and exciting history of
this jewl among the mountains, this
“Niagara Falls without a Blondin,
Times Square without pornography, San
Francisco Bay without a Golden Gate.”
I-Iere, in the first national park in
Canada (created by John A. Macdonald
in IDSS), me see, because of the lavish
and intelligent use of the sometimes
wonderfully bizarre archival photcw
graphs, Lake Louise as the first visitors
saw it, as Sir John A.% wife saw it when
she rode la on her train’s cow-catcher, as
Vao Home saw it when he erected its
tkst hotel (“Since we can’t export the
scenery, we’ll have to import the
tourists”), as Lawen Hanis saw it &e
couldn’t look up at Mt. Lefroy without
setiing ‘*two damned poached eggs on
the top of the cliff”). It’s fun to read
about John Barrymore hying to make
Ernst Lubitsch’s Etemal Low at Lake
Louise in 1928. about Randolph Scott
making Canadian Pacific there 20 years
later. It’s fun to look at the old
postcards and the members of the
Chateau Lake Louise Orchestra stiffly
posed lo 1930along the shore with their
Instruments. There’s even the sheet
music for Mart Greene and Harry
Revel’s snappy little song from The
Mayor of Forr.v.FowIb .W&, “When
There’s a Breeze on Lake Louise.”
The book is legllimate history, and no
mistake. Bat it’s the history of a
phenomenon es well as a place, and
therefore en endearing history of hopes
and foibles as well es styles, trends, and
traditions. It is a model of the way to
mwng
gwalo~

rhe

manage books that purport to be a celebration of a particular aces of the coontry. But I suppose not just anybody can
whack together a solid, funny, informative, and meaningful social history.
Altitude’s Rocky Mo@aln Mndness
(S16.95), also by Jon Whyte, this time
with help by Edward Cavell (who chox
the photographs), is a sort of companion
volume to Lake LOUiFe - a pklyfid
homage to the guides, Indians, tourists,
painters, photographers, and other
characters who lived in the Rockies in
the last century and the early parts of
this one, and who gave the area the kind
of colour nature alone couldn’t pmvide.
The book is full of an antic and errant
lunacy. and is more fun than Rare Marie
recast for the Marx Bmthers.
Most of the other pretty books for the
season are not very invigorating. Southwestern Onarlo, with photographs by
John de Visser and a negligible intioduction by Orlo Milla(Oxford, Sl5.95),
is a collection of what are, for the
theatrical de Visser, astonishingly
restrained pictures of the KitcheoerLondoa-Samia xea - with colours
dampened down into something like
those of the real world. Which is a nice
change. De Vlsser’spleasaot photograph
of the black boggles lined up geometrically around a bright, white Mennonite
church in Waterloo County Is almost
art, although the filtered clouds still pop
out at you like cotton candy.
Southwestern Ontario is the last of
Oxford’s Regional Portraits of Canada
series, which comes to a bright. loud,
but somehow dispiriting climax with
Canade Coest to Coast (X24.95).&re is
the gwat pan-Canadian synthesis of all
the more discreet books that have gone
before, and (is it the printing?) the result
is fuzzy imaga in weti-hot acidic mlours. The emerald green of the summer
homas at Roches Point on Lake Slmme
nearly knocks you out of your chair; the
blue saturating Seinte-Marie Among the
Humns near Midland, Ont., ls like an
anaesthetic.. The cover is messively unattractive.
What is more attractive - initially, at
least - is Soblt of Pleee: LUCYMaud
lVIonlgemery-andPrlnee Edward Island,
by Francis W.P. Bolger and photographers Wayne Barrett and Apne
MacKay (Oxford, $14.95). The trouble
beglos when you open thii well-made little volume and find that it is nothing but
a clutch of tiny, caody-coloured photo
graphs set off, I guess you’d sey, by
Bolger’s wanton
plunderings from
Montgomery’s autobiography and letters. Is it necessary to point out that
these snippets ate frequently forced into
service as captions. and a0 such sit there
on the page as bits of immovable
.batbos? Why does a publisher bother?

local bookstore

Oderachild%
Christmas~
now

CUM& A Landscape Portmlt, edited
by J.A. Krauiis with a foreword by
Robert Polfotd (Iiuttig, $27.50). is a
coll’ectio” of 84 attsy colour photos
(with 16 in black and white) of mountains, rows of tulips, impossible sunsets,
reeds reflected in streams, fmst on trees.
Pretty and trite.
Canada: A Ggmphony i” Colour - ’
th6 titles get more pathetic as you go
along - with a text by Grace Deatsch
and Avanthia Swan and undistinguished
photographs by photographers who
appear to be anonymous (Collins,
S29.95) is, you wiUall be less than overjoyed to find out, the fust of a proposed
series covering British Columbia
(already completed), the Atlantic Provinces, the Prairies, Ontado, and
Quebec. If Canada: A Symphony in
Colouris any indication of the quality of
the others, the series wUl have all the
warmth. kit,and physical beauty of the
e”cyclopedias they sell in gmcetelias.
One more. The Colour of Canada
(McClelland & Stewart, $12.95). by
Hugh MacLennan, with photographs by
a number of well-known colour photographers (they overlap from book to
book), is the fourth edition of the book
MacJxnnan wrote in honour of oar tentennial year. This new edition reprints
his original. rather endearingly overwrought essay and the original photographs with 30 new one.s added. All of
the photos ate shrill but not uniformly
hateful - and at $12.95, that is cause
for rejoicing. 0
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A Fairly Co”ve”tional Womn”, by
Carol Shields, Maanillan, 256 pages,
$18.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7715 9724 X).
CAROL
SHIELDG
BRAN her wiling cazer
as a poet, and her Stst three novels
rrflect a poetic view. a lyrical perspw
&.. live of them, SmaU Ceremonies
and Happenvlance, were eJpeCiallY
notable for their imagery and for
Shields’s skllf-ulhandling of the mushtgs
of the main characters.In them Shields

portrayed suburban life in great detail,
but ha desctiptions, even of the prosaic,
were almost always f&b and insightful.
And because of theii. cmiosiQ and
imagination, her characters wte appealing. Most itnpottant, she wrote with a
delicate touch, so tightly that the reader
discovered much more about the char&
ters than the narrators qpare”tly
intended to raveaL Unfortunately A
Fairly Conwnliorml Woman is a weak
successor to her previous accomplishments.
Readers of Shields’s novels have
already met the heroine. Brenda
Bownan, wife of the hltorian Jack
Bowman in Happenstance. We saw bet
only btietly before, beesuse she was at a
national crafts convention in Philadelphia. In ha present novel Shields
acter. In Happenstance, as seen through
her husband’s eyes, Brenda was a
fasciinati”g creaturr, a prize-wbmlng
quilter, gifted, artistic, still exciting to
her husband after 20 years of faithful
marriage. But in A Pair/y Convenfioncrl
Woman, which tells her side of the story
of that week-long vlsit to Philadelphia,
Brendais quite an ordinaryperson. The
title is not ironic.
Brenda’s tale besins the day before
the trip. She goes through all the
motions of everyday life., preparing
btcakfast and laying out the table, plannix the drive to the airport, won’ybtg
about ha daughter, who’s becoming
ovetwejght.
L?utthaeissomuchstiUtodo.emiske
harn’t started pack1n.g.Two of ha
blousesneedprcrslng:
thegreenone. the
one thatgoeswithher suit and withthe
pantsouttit Y well.and the printedone,
whichsheplay to wearto the finalbanquet. At 3:lS she is havingher hair cut.
tinted, and blown dry at a “OKplace
over on Lake Street which has wicker
baskeu and am-aniumsin the window
and scarlet and silverwallpspr inside.
And if there’stime,she wantsto makea
wssuole or two to leave for Jack and
the children- lasaanamaybe,they love
lasqna. Not’thatthey area? capableof
lookingafter themrelves;eve” Rob cd”
cook easy tklngr - scrambled eggs.
hamburgen - and taurie’s learnedto
make a fairly good Cxsar salad.
They’re “a babies any more, Brenda
says to herself. neilher of than.
This unnecessary
attention
to
minutiae is a problent thmughoul the
book. Shields recotds in meticalous
detail, for example.,the chit-chat with
the man in the seat neat to Brendaon the
plane:
“Of course,I’m young.” He shot her
a glancewhich samed to Brendato be
partly apo1ogedc.partly sly. ~‘I’vesot
lots of time to develop my. you know,
my pOte”tid:

_.

“Oh yes.” gradi
true:

..>_A.__

said. “That’s

“Hey. look cmLtkere:
“Clouds.”
“Pr~ty. huh?”
“YCS.”
She transcribes in the same manner
the interminably long interview with the
v;oman at the desk of the hotel, the proceedings of the couvention’s m&tings,

and the small talht the receptiion. What
one asks, is the point of all this tedious
drtfail? Is the author trying to show the
commst betvxen the banality of real life
and the creative energy of au artist’s
life? Is she telling us that a gifted artist
can ulso be boring? Shields never makes
this clear.
In her other books, Shields used
dramatic irony to create friction batwean
the main characters’ knuwledge of themselrus and what her readers leaned
about them. In Small Ceremonies, for
esrmple. the heroine, a writer of
biographies, slowly and carefully researched the lives of her subjects. She
studied both the dramatic events and the

commonplace happenhgs in their lives.
I” the end she pieced together a fascinatin picture; there wm a sense of discovery and surprise. I” a similar way,
and with equal excitement at the dii
covery, the reader got to know the
heroine.
There are no such surprises about
Brenda ELxv”m” in A F&/y conwnt;ouul it’oma”. She is just what she herself says she is - orderly, good-hearted.
a realist, “either introspective “or
original. The few hints of a mom complex character are not followd up:
“What dii this mean, this new impatience. this seething reaction to petty
irritations. . . . Part of it, she sensed,
ws remet. for lately she had been assailed by a se& of o~purtunities missed.”
We are not told vzhat these opportuuitieo
wrc. nor the difference that seizing
thou might have meant.
Because Brenda is quite predictable,
the tension of the novel’s one significant

encounter quickly dissipates. Will she or
v:on’t she succumb to the temptation of
a brief extra-marital affair at the convention? The reader knows long before
Bwzda decides.
I” n fev: places Shields writes with the
ima,“ination of her previous books, as in
her description of how Brenda is inspired to design her beautiful quib:
. . . the pattemo themselvesseemedto
come from some more simpllftsd root

oimemory; sometimesthey arrivedas a
pulr~GnL:rush when she was pulling
wzds in Ihe yard or shovellingsww off
tic from walk, but more often they

appwnz to her early in the morning
before she opened hs eya. an entire
dciisn pmjecled 011the interior screen

.
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of her eyelid. she could seethe smallest
details. the individual stitches.All the
pieea were there, tb< colours and
sham and proportions selected and
arranged.When she openedher eyesto
the light, shealwaysexpectedthe image
to dissolve. bat it remained iman.
printed on an tmaghmrywall or beadng
slowly at the back of ha head.

And Shields has developed a sharp,
witty voice. Anyone who has attended a
conference of any kind will laugh aloud

By K?UTH GAREBLAM

am&r politicos, the

analysis by
the keynote speaker (” ‘The history of
craft is a history of renunciation,’ he
croons into the microphone.“), and the
pretentiousness of the guest lecturer,
with her talk on “Quilting Through the
Freudian Lookiw-Glass: A Nnv Interpretation.”
Carol Shields is a good writer and
should not be judged by this book alone.

I look forward to ha next &I
and
hope it will combine the imagery of her
previous books with the satirical tone
heard briefly in this one. 0
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Divisions o” a Ground: Essays ou
Canadian Culture, by Northrop Pry+
edited by James Polk, House of Anann,
199 pagea. $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88’184
093 0).
ATAlIME.Whe”almost everythb~ in the
country has suffered Sony form of
devaluation, it is eminently uplifting to
read a book of cultural commentary by
Northrop Frye, one of our most pre
cious national reaoumes. In I3 essays
(many of which were designed BS
speeches) that range over areas as diverse
as student politics. the teacher’s authority, future-shock, acadtic
freedom.
Canadian history, literature, and
~cultum, Marshall McLuhan, and the
humanities. Frye rehearses many of the

international competition and international intrigue
in the world of
Olympic hockey.
When the Canadian team is killed
in a plane crash,
a ragtag. “Team
Nobody” is sent
to Moscow to
compete against
the Americans,
the best of the
Europeans, and
finally the Russians.
$16.95

ideas that have come to dominate hi
philosophy tmd. like a superior cattographcr. charts with precision and
accuracy thedivisions in Canada that are
pamddosi~~lly integral to her shape.
Although editor James Polk has divided
the errsys into three sections (Writing,
Teaching. The Social Order), there is no
clear-cut sepatation
of themes. for
Frye’s ideas operate with fluid interaction. and what might have been a
tedious repetition of thought in some
other witer
rhythm.

is here an illuminating

Frye contends that all his books have
been “teaching
books rather than
scholarly books” because they “keep
reformulating
the same central questions,” trying to put them into a form to
rhieh same reader will respond with
excited discovery. The personal or confvrrional touch that is demonstrated in
many of the pieces lends a gracious,

authentic quality to the most refined
intellectual exercises. The autobiograpbical tone is not a product of egotism or
rash gartulity; it provides a point of view
“for a surveyor who has lived entirely
vGtbin the territory he surveys.”
As long as he has been a literary critic,
Frye confesses, he hm been interested in
“the r&tions between a culture and the
social c@nditions under which it is pm-

duced,”

and in his opening essays he

explores the mercantilit
assumptions
behind creativity in Canada. where it

was believed that “priorities had to be
material ones, and that literature and the
other ruts would come along when emnomic conditions were more advanced.”
Canada was colonized in the Bamque
phase of Eurocean development. which
tolerated no compromise with contraries. This unyielding dogmatism is
what lies behind our “arrogant aseendancy over nature,”
our “iniprovements” in communication,
which have
practically eliminated nature, and our
death-wish
destructiveness
that has
increased in efficiency and ferocity.
Everything in colonial Canada was
based on militant
propositions
Natw most be conquered; the savages
must be civilized; garrisons must be
maintained.
Baroque civilization was
not “culture as interpenetration,”
and
so there was no vision to become a focus
for a nation.
In the 1930s, a theory of culture
developed that was a modified form of
mercantilism,
and articles proclaiming
the advent of literary greatness led to
Milton Wilson’s scoffing phrase, *‘one
half-baked
phoenix after another.”
These birds ore too frequently with us,
but there are some genuine, rejuvenated

phoenixes now. although Frye prefers to
see them on the same genealogical tree
(“A world like ours produces a single
iotanational
style of wbiclt all existing
literatures are regional developments”).
which accords with his view that wirers
imitate not life, but one another’s art.
With subdued but real optimism, he
feels that Canadian literature of quality
will increasingly filtu thmugb the new
technology that usually follows “the
centrifugal and imperial rhythms of
politics and economics more readily
than the regionalizing
rhythms of
culture.”
Although

appreciative of Canadian

creativity, Frye is nor a grimacing
cultural nationalist because he wisely
suggests
perceives that “nationalism
something
aggressive,”
whereas
“culture in itself seeks only its own identity, not att enemy; hostility only confuses it.” Moreover,. contemporary
Canadian culture “is not a national
development but a series of regional
OtleT.”
Pmadoxicaly. by moving away fmm
cultmal nationalism Frye becomes most
acutely perceptive of our national
culture. and marks off, with the gteatest
penxptivqtess, the diitinctions between
America and Canada. His analysis of

,Canadian

docome?tary

art (in painting
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and literature), “meditative shock,” and
thu “divided voice” of our poets (a
phrase borrowed from Francis Sparshott
to describe two sides of the ssme
peon), strike the most extraordinary
notes of cultural commentary.
To say that Frye is witty is to commit
the most banal truism, but wit informs
every epigram like a rare bloom on some
exotic fruit. Rarely has the inductive
method adapted so flexibly and grace
fullyto the pressure of wit, but this may
bc on account of Frye’s prose style,
which admits no jargon - no blustering
arrogance (“roughly comparable to
placing a spittoon on the opposite side
of the room”). no coyness, moral
debasement, or dithering that “jerks
along in a series of dashes, a relay race
whose torch has long since gone out.”
Who else but Frye could temper devastation vdth satirical wit in such a delightful
way that we shiver with pkawreaswe
are being vivisected7 His revised conclusion to the Litermy History fl Gmada
giver Frye the feeling of “driving the last
spike, of waldng up from the National
Neurosis.” and as he doss these things.
he cittlly delineates our identity as “a
grov:ing giant coming apart at the
seams, of an elastic about to snap.” He
concludes that LIStephen Leacock’s
famous hero mho rode rapidly off in all
dlrecdons was unmistal~ably a Cana-.
dian.”
Aware that “knowledae is secret and
elitist by its very natwe,‘* and that our
universities have been alienated fmm the
pit and are unable to build up an
educated public for the culture of the
prexnt. Frye offers a humanlstlc viewpoint that reconciles leisure with
anxiety. v:ork cith play, social contract
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“ground” sounds a theme repeated as
“divisions” or xariatlons, will hear
startling and provocative notes in an
orchestration that. culminates in a
resounding coda. 0
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In Court, by Jack Batten, Macmillan,
256 pages, 917.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7715
9717 7).

MOST FRIDAYmornings Jack Batten
entertains CBGRadio listeners with his
movie reviews. “But I guess I give the
plot away early,” he admitted the other
day. It’s true. He does. Even in these
anecdotal stories about lawyers. You
keep listening or reading because you
like the way he rattles on. There’s a
warmth and friendliness In hi voice and
his narrative, while at times folksy, Is
straight.
In Cowl focuses on 10 lawyers,‘thelr
style and their cases. Half the lawyers
are drawn from Toronto, three from
Vanc4nwer, the remaining two fmm
Winnipeg and Kltchener. Of the cases
that form the meat of each chapter.
His intellectu~ v&es & moral ones:
most are crimbml. AR 10 men are
prudence. sympathy, idealism, patlenee,
“courtroom lawyers,” as Batten calls
and, most of all. wisdom with charity.
them, advocates or bar&em. These are
Awax that people get trapped in phony
his favourite people. He admires the
mythologies. he advocates the liberalizanerve and wit they display in c-oort - a
sort of impmvlsatlonal theatn in his
tion of the imagbmtion, explor$ion of
shadows and darkness, a conformation
view. They’ve got to respond speedily to
of the unexpected with tolerance. In his
the unexpected and be spot on.
final piccc. “Resr-View Mirror: Notes
In an earlier book, Lawyers. Batten
Toward a Future,” where he depicts us
looked at solicitors. They’re the Bay
moving ln time “with OUTbacks to
Street types, the fellows who spend their
rhm’s ahead and our faces to the past.” days in offices and libraries handlii the
paperwork in the law. He took pains in
Frye propagandizes a fght on the front
detailing their lush practices, their trim
line of social goodwill. It is a powerful
essay, culminating in a vision where
yachts, and tasteful houses. In Court,
William hlorris and William Blake meet
though,ha.5none of that nowagalnstwindowpane quality. It’s an enthusiast’s
in wisdom and prophecy. In Frye’s
metaphor of the rear-vlw mirror,
book.
“there is no guide to the future except
The courtroom lawyers selected are
the analogy of the past,” and no freedisparate types. Some are sleek movers
aniongst the comfortable; others are
dom except that which is known and
‘brand-new, fkshly kamiigeach
day an
determined in the present.
Those who expect the New Jerusalem
advocate’s skills. And some are the staff
till surely be disappointed. But those
of classic success stories: like the senior
who like intellectual music. in which a
partner in a solid firm occupying the top

A stunning, full-colour
blendof cinematic art,
history and phofography.
256 pages

$48.95

The Governor’sRoad

May Bym and Mqmt
M&my
Photogqhs by Hugh Robertsoon
’ A fascinating

and lavishl
illustrated social and an&tecturalhistory of the region

traversedby The Governor’s
Road, hmn Mississauga
through Oakville,Dundas,
and Ancasterand on to
Woodstockand London. More
thenl5Ophotograhsofhonw.,
inns, mills, chllr&es, court
houses, and jailsaccompany
stories of the people who
used them includingWit
Lyon Mackenzie,@wander
GrahamBell, Joseph Brant,
and the’futureEdwardVJI.
$19.95.
universitv of TtmmtoPress
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floor of an edit% at Portage and Main
where once he had stood outside selling

newspapersas a boy.
Batten recognizes that the sort of
casesthat hold the public’sattention am
murder or treasor~or titillating libel,
casesin whichthe human story is strong
turd dear. They are invariably tried
before juries, which may explain the
popular interest since the decision is in
the hands of people much like you and
me. In jury trials, it’s often a sense bf
common decencythat decidesthe issue.
A bhmt exampleis related by Batten in
the chapter deali% with Harry Walshof
Winnipeg.
A young woman was charged with
murderins her biker husband. The
she had shot him duringa deep. troubled

sleep and thus lacked the requisite intent. The woman was painfully honest,
and wa9 clearly unsettled,by what she
had’done.There wasa sadnessabout her
and a compelling innocence too. The
prosecutor neverthelesshad his job to
her with the rifle used inihe killing. She
becan to EN. The courtroom was still to

thhexho. “You 50” of a bitch,” one jumr suddenly swore at the pmsecutor.

restof the jury were plainlystartled, Walsh said, but you could see that
this one juror had crystallizedtheir fedfags. The woman was acquitted in short
order.
In a case like this, the defencecounsel
ahnost seem*irrelevant.There’sno legal
sba&messinvolved as TV would have
you believe is essential. On the other
hand, it does appear that patience is a
The

handy virtue. In one of the treason trials
following the Gouzenko spy revelations,
Batten relates how Joseph Sedgwick

freed an accused who might well have
been convicted. The judge had summed
up telU@y for the Crown. l-k spem a
long time doing so. One juror nodded
off. The judge, seeingthe’liriageffect of

his words, c&d a short recess and
wrapped up quickly thereafter. In bis
hurry, however, he forgot to pot the
defendant’scase to the jury. While such
an omission is fatal to a conviction, the
result on appealwould only‘he a retrial.
Consequently, at the dose of the judge’s
summatimi~Sedgwick said nothing. He
waited until the jury had gone. Then he
spoke up. The judge recalled the jury
and this time gave them the defendant’s
side of the story. 1ylu.s.when th& again
retired to deliberate on the fate of the
accused, Sedgnick had ensmed that the

words they took away with themwereall
highly favourahleto his dent. Patience
had its reward. There was an acquittal.
The art of the advocate, however, is
not the true subject of Batten’s book.
Rather, it is “the piece of magic” that
unfolds “in any courtroom wheregifted
counsel are at wok.” Batten loves the
story in the law and thus is attractedto
the story-tellers,the lawyerswho tramform cold facts into a gripping tale:
Tbsstorycomesin msnyv&es andyet
one man, the counsel,’arrangesthe
rcquenceof pangraphsand tipten.
He arksthe quutionswhichevokethe

muweri~ liner but, in Ihe end, the
questionsanerubbedout and all that
remaimis the flowof thensrrstive.the
@aman)story in it9 simplicityand
drama.

The best cbapta Batten left till last. The
struggle of Mike Robitallle to get the
Vancouver Canucks to rscognize the

true nature of hi injury and subse
quently to obtain mdress from the
hockey club makes wmpelling reading.
What is tint-rate about the accmmt,
however, is the clew-eyed way in which
you are led through the story and how
the law applies to it. In the result, the
job of the advocate is made comprehensible. It is to pot hi dient’s case in

By Frank Orr
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the best tight possible. That’s how the
systeatv:orks.
All the same, as you read through
these potted accounts of lawyers and
their cases.you wonder what it is about
these pe.uplethat attracts them to pick
thrott8h the bits and pieces of other
men’s lives. Batten doesn’t directly addressthat question - it may in fact be
unansv~entble- but there’s a certain
emptbtessabout the book in its absence.
One task which Batten set hllself in
x~Sng In Courl \vas to make plain to
Canadians that their barristersare just
as capable,just as romantic, clever, catttankerour, or cheerful BSany American
they tnl8ht have heard about. I” so
many aspects of OUTliver. the touchstonesarc fo&t.
In law, the popular
understandingis pretty much a product
of Perry Mason and Clarence Darmw.
But fact and fiction are itttenvoven in
the American myth. The Canadianstory
appppears
less dramatic, less convhtciug
becauseit is told as fact alone. John
Robinette. Julian Porter and John
Layton are, as Batten outlines, accomplished Canadian counsel. In the end,
however, they remain flat on the pap.
In part, this may be due to the nature of
our political system. Advocates rare4
championcauses.In any event. the legal
system, at least until the Charter of
Rights, has not afforded the opporttt&
to lawyers to mould the shape of things,
to meddle in the lives of you and me.
And v:hile Batten bes used the craft of
the story-teller. h lets the facts tell the
story.
Ultbnatcly, these skilled lawyers remain flat becausethey are so dear4
unrepresentative. Not one is from
Quebecor the Maritimes.None are from
smalltovzns.Above all. what’s missing ls
a” account of someone like Claude

By STEPHH
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Talking, by Phyllis Webb, Quadrant
Editions, 153 pages, $7.95 paper (ISBN
0 86495 012 8).
PHYLLtsWEBB.who lives 0” Salt spring
Island. is one of the f-t
poets now
vtiting in Canada - in fact, dropping
the academic equivocation, she is the
fwt. Her work has always beeu distittguished by the profundity of her
insights, the depth of her emotional feeling, the delicacy and accuracy of her
rhythms, the beauty and mysterious
resonance of ha images, and by her
luminous intelligence.
It is that intellll,
the fine tuning
of a” acute and cultured mind. which is
most to the fore in Talkhg, a colkction
of Webb’s essays, reviews, and radio
talks. And cettaloly Webb demands
intelligettee of her readers as well: her
prose is concise, aphoristlc, and pen*
tratlng, and the range of her subjectmatter is wide and challenging.
L.
The reviews arc never less than fasclttatlttg. Sometimes their interest is that

of time-capsule.3(a 1964 glimpse of that
promising young poet, Margaret
Ahvood, “who is essentially a portraitist”), but many of their judgements
are as acute and valid today as when
they were first written. Irving Layton
seenin 1961 seemsvery much the same
as Irving Layton seenin 1982:
Althoughthe Forewordto Irving Layton’snewbookThe Swingln~Fb?shwas
directed only to the ‘Tkct,” I we”t
ahead and read it. The now familiar
mar of the Layton lion explodedin my
face from everypage . . . . Betwm Its
teeth the lion has taken not only the

“bourgeois-Christtan civilisatlon” but
also the monolilhic Communislic
cutlure, has take” and has devoured.
Tbc lion roan becausethe diet disgusted
him and his belly ached.And I can sym-

Amwtd-Sheppard, who got three juries
to acquit Henry Mor8entaler of perfont&g illegal abortions in the face of
clear directions from the judge to convict. That’s the sort of lajvyer to make a
reader sit up and take notice.
They rott’t be maIdng a movie out of
this book, so Jack Batten won’t have a
cItatcr to review it. What are you left
rith then? A good read. 0

_ _ _. ___________-_..-_

Fascinating to read. A feast for
the eye. The biggest Canadian
bird book in nearly 20 years with
all the latest discoveries on bird
behavior. Written b a Toronto
ornithologist and his aoience~
writer wife, with 230 full-oolot
paintings by a talented artist Plus
53 maps, drawings, charts.
sonograms and fact lists. Huge
a x 12format. 176 pp. 39.95.

pathire with the lion - who wants to
cat Ihul! - but his mar boredme.

The reviews, how&,
are limited by
the leugth-restrictions under which they
were originally written. T&king is at its
stmu8est in the more extended pieces,
such as “Phyllis Webb’s Canada”
(probably the best article ever to appear
in Maclerm’s), which be8hts with the
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by Ted Harrison
The Yukon’s moat famous
painter again creates a diatinauiahed work to delight all
:hildren es it recreates daily
,ife in the far north. With 26 of
the brilliant paintings for
Jvhich Harrison is known
around the world.The alphabei
is presented as a puzzle and
sach painting is a story.
10.95
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vision of the artist Vazan drawing long
cured lines on the beaches of P.E.I.
and Vancouver Island, enclosing
Canada xithin pamntheses.
From the parenthesis to the question
mark, that “hook/sickle/scythe . . .
Succulent lobe of the ear,” as Webb
calls it in “A Question of Questions,”
one of the major sequences in ~Yilrn’s
Bowl. The essay, “The Question as an
Instrument of Torture,” stands in a
complementary relationship to the
poem: rach exists independently, yet
they illuminate and reinforce each other.
Webb’s essay wes origInally \vritten In
1971 for a CBGRadio series on the
nature of evil (“Give me a series on
Good and I would talk about the qucstion a5 ao instrument of revelation”‘),
and it explores the oppressive uses of the
intcrro~ative mode in philosophy, law,
literature, and above all in torture.
“Torture writes the question mark on
the body and the method is usually sw
ccrsful in getting answers or dead mea.
Or answrs and dead men.” Eleven
years later Webb still answers urgently to
this terrible question: her latest poem,
“Prison Report” (published es a bmadsheet hy Slag Press in Vancouver, with
proceed% going to Amnesty International). is based on the writings of
Jacob0 Timrtnnan. “Is there,” Webb
asks (using inescapably the form of the
question in order to question the form),
“any langoage, or has there ever been a
society in which the interrogative form
did not exist? In the beginning was the
v:ord, but was it followed by a question
marl:?”
For students and lovers of poetry, the
most interesting sections will be Webb’s
r&ctions on her own work and craft.
In “Up the Ladder: Notes on the
Creative Process,” Webb sketches the
origins of some of her own poems: as
cith most such explanations, the more
they r?:pJainof the incidtital details that
make up the circumstances of creation,
the less they explain the intuitive leaps of
that creation itself. In “On the Line”
she offers tantalizing and aphoristic
insights into why poets break the line
v:here they do.
Finally, Webb’s sensitive account of
the correspondence behvcen Wilson
Duff and Lila Berliner is essential
reading. not only for its own sake but
also as background to Webb’s major
work. WY/son’sBowl. Agah~there is the
sense that Webb’s concise, controlled
prose is touching on areas of vast implication: in one direction, the whole question of suicide. that question which has
“concerned our best philosophers” and
svhich offered loo great a temptation, or
too tine en illumination, for Berliner
and Duff; and in another direction. to

the whole tradition of West-Coast
Indian art, its incredible sophistication,
its mythic articulation of a land- and sea-

scape that haunts us still, oat on the
shores of the one @racketed) edge of the
world. 0
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Graeme, Gibson on the decade that
transfkmed him f&n a despairing novelist
into a 19th-century balladeer

By GEOFF HANCOCK

GRAEMEOI&N was born in London,
Ont.. in 1934, and grew up in Ontario,
with brief stm In Halifax, Fredericton.
and Australia. A former English teacher
at Toronto’s Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute, he is a founding member of the
Writers’ Union of Canada, and served
as its chairman in 1974-75. He is also a
former chairman of the Book and Periodical Development Council and the
Writers’ Development Trust. His first
novel, J%eLegs(1969), was astream-ofconsciousness account of academic and
sexual failon?. His second, Communion
(1971), was a series of symbolic fantasies
about the violence within his characters.
Gibson publihed a book of interviews,
Eleven Canadian NoV&tss in 1973, and
is currently writing a sequel to his third
novel, Perpehd Molion (reviewed on
page nine). He spoke to Geoff Hancock
in his Toronto home, where he lives with
writer Margaret Atwood end their
daughter. Jess. about the long creative
process Involved in his latest book:
Books in Canada: Could you rell me
the gwminafion of Perpetual
Motion?
Graeme Gibson: ARet Communion I
wanted to w&e another contemporary
novel. I didn’t want to write a despairing
novel b-use
Communion had done
that adequately. I tried for a year or
more to get at what the novel wes going
to be. I had long lists of characters. I war
thinking it through and I could not come
to terms with it. The main reason was
that I could not do anything with the
present until I went back and found out
where my characters had come from.
The name of the character in the contemporary novel, with his sense of.angst
and breakdown. was Robert Alexander
Fraser. Where did he come from? I
decided to go back to his greatgrandfather. The mom I began looking
at that, the more aware I became that
about

the novel would take’place in the 1860s.
At one point, I thought the novel was
going fmk thi 1860s to the end of the
19M)s, to the imposition of the War
Measures Act, all in one volume. That
gave me a lot of trouble. I’m not that
kind of writer, but it took me some time
‘to dismver that. In the contemporary
novel. one of the themes is the return of
the chamcter to the land, to birdwatching and canoeing. In the 19th ceotmy’there an the pawnger pigeons.
That was the massive event for central
Canada, in the way the plains buffalo
was for the West. An astonishing nomber of animals were destroyed very
quickly by man’s efforts. The birds
became a strong focus for the book.
I was also living on a farm near
.Alliston, Oat. I still thought I could
write a contemporary novel. I hadn’t
been on a farm since I was nine yeam
old. We worked the farm, took out
3.000 bales of hay every summer. learned how to plough, how to III machinery.
I even started shaving with a straight
razor. In retrospect, it was all preparalion for this book.
Then I read local historiu. Many
wonderful histories were published during 1967. All kinds of towns would get
their oldest articulate citizens to pat
down everything they knew about the
town. Not 30 miles fmm our farm, in
the 19th century, an old fellow actually
did turn over the bones of a mastodon
while ploughing. He puttthe skeleton
together and took it to circuses. It wes
only a short entry on him, bat it went
straight into my head, sod into the
book. While trying to find the other
focus to the book, the idea of perpetual
motion came. I just built it from there.
BiC: Five Legs anbrCommunion were II
nrw’orbreaklhrough in narmdve technique in Canada* cmd cerlain& one 4frbe
maw prom&g
sfylirtlc braMwoughs
of Ihe decade. A new uw of Ia~mqe
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The political book of the decade!
Christina McCall-Newman lays
bare the network ofpower in this
country by dissecting the Lib4
Party of Canada. Detailed porttaio
of &&au, Lalonde, G&s,
Piffield, Davey, and Turner are
complemented by a CBSC
of characters
stretching from the ftotxbench
stars to the backtoom bagmen,
from the chief mandarins
co the obscure patty workers. The
&
c%pansive range, the awesomely
detailed reportage, the clear-eyed
perceptions and, above all, rhe
sheer page-by-page excellence of
the writing, all rendet GRITS
unique.
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“Quite breathtaking
brilliant and
stylish in its indie
vidual parts. then
ovenvfielming in its
Cumulative power. ,
Thi: best account A_
we’ve had, or are
likely to have, of
why Canada now
where it &.”
-ROBERT FULFORD,
Editor, Sum&~ Night
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swmedbaminent. Bu? it didn’t catch on.

Glboon: In my case the internal
monologue and the personal psychoI&xl novel - I don’t mean autobie
graphical - suited very well the pmocLxpations of young men and women
v:ho cue battling through their internal
processes. trying to arrive at some kind
of objectification of self. That kind of
language worked very well for the young
man that I v;as. Also, when I was learning about writing, I had the arrogant
sense that Canadian Literature was
absolutely ignorant of what had happened to the novel in the 20th ceoluty.
Tberc \:‘a1Sheila Watson’s The Double
Hook, of cotuse. but at first it vanished
like a stone. Because of my training in
literature, and because I admired James
Joyce up to U&sses, Beckett, Kafka.
and esprclally Malcolm Lowry, it seemed right to do at the time. But having
done it, I didn’t feel the need to do it
a:&
It’s not a matter of “catching
on.” That kind of style only works when
the material is appropriate. I could not
imagine writing Perpelud Motion in

Motion in Vancou*er a.3early as 1974. It
wasn’t thestyk I couldn’t get; it was my
relationship to the material. 1 couldn’t
sustain the style. The voice was wrong. I
had signs of it, and knew how I waled
to do it, but the book had not jelled for
me. I couldn’t get at enough episodes
that worked for me. I knew they wwre
there, but I spent a lot of time writing
badly, or not writing at all, because I
couldn’t find - I don’t have the vocabulary for this - my relationship to the
material. I got very involved with
cultuml politics, partly because I had to
do something and partly because I had a
tire in my belly over it. All the time kept
working on the book. By the end of 1974
I had the style and the characters’ and a
much bigger book than I have now. Bat
I just couldn’t get the entrance to it.
BE: You’ve chosen II hbding style, one
that doesn’t aimwysdeaidbvct~ with the
key images. Things we seen out of the
comer of the mad&s eye. Could you
comment on this moo& spooky qualify?

Gibson: It’s important to me that the
thought proceves of my m&xcharacter
relate to the description of what’s hap
penlng in the external world around
him. The more obsessed he becomes
with the machine. the more his mind
becomes machine-like. Not only does he

hate the bush. is terrltied of it, and its
chaos, but he is horritied, appalled, and
frightened by the nature within him as
well. The relationship behveen the internal and mternaJ world of my characters
cannot be known under these circumstances. His wife identifies with a tree.
So these things that sot
be known
drive him to a machine that E(II~be
known. Its logic EM be followed. He
wants stepby-step logical thinking. The
book doesn’t give that except in some
descriptions of the machine and his
&session with it.
BIG: So writing&you is us much aprocem as B product?

Gibson: Writing for me is’exclusively
prows. It becomes a product when the
book is finished. To answer that old
chestnut, “Who do you write’ for?” I
write for the book. First, I write for the
idea of the book. and then all my best
instincts and energies are for the book
itself. Thea I edit for the ideal reader, to
make the book clear and presentable.
Once it gets into the publisher’s hands,
then the book is mere pmduct.
BiC: Ispart ofvour narmtiw stratew 10
build toward o climax of plot? The
&w/ire7
The ma&in&
erplarion?

Gibson: I didn’t know how I was going

to end the book. I knew he would have
to test the machine. That Rll Day had to
come. In wiling the book, I really
didn’t know until a few months from the
end whether or not I would have the
machine work for him. Or what the
impllc$ions would be if it did. In
history, of course, the perpetual motion
machine has never worked:
BiC: Is II book about the pat r.?My a
book about today? Are we heading
towwds se(f;desrruerioR? Is that tk@
perpetual motion of hiFloty7
Gibson: Perpetual Motion is certainly

about the past that has made us. On one
level it’s about OUTway of thinking.
What wins in this book is the
mechanical. technical midd. The
organic, supemtltlous, more aesthetic
mind is driven mad. Fraser’s son ls a
feral child, a wild-child. At the slaughter
of-the birds he has to vanish from the
book - vanish, at least, as a physical
presence. He cannot continue 10live in a
world where that kind of slaughter goes
on. Less dramatically, Robert’s wife is
associated with tree imagery, and Robert
drives her to the background of the book
by his rather heroic obsaslon with the
machine.
BIG: I tbought Cbnadkm Jiction wns
supposed to mow forword. But you we
’ writing o novel about the pmt. Is this a
mqjor departure

for Canadian wiling?

Gibson: This kind. of book is a major
departure. But if you look at Five Legs,
I wrote a history of the major
cbar&ers. So to do a history of a

._.. :,.._ . _:t ._-..

culture instead of en individual is not a
ndimI departure..Jt’s il significant one,
however. Whh all our concern for
modemby in Canadian literature, the
ballad-making tradidon has vanished.
That’s a aory-telling tradition that people can explore and participate in. If you
get influnnccd by too much symbolism,
in theT.S. Eliot, W.H. Auden approech
to literawrc, then it is harder to tell your
stories. So much Latin-American tileratore is historical. In a post-colonial
society, tlwt’s whet you have to do. You
have to go back and tell your history in a
way that is meaningful to the people
rho actually live there.
Years ago, Dennis Lee and I decided
to write B casebook of essap on the

:

great 19th~century Canadian writer we
all assumed 10 be there, but just wasn’t.
We find bits of it in Susanna Moodie,
bits in Wocousfu, bits in Isabella
Valancy Crawford. But not that really
seminal Canadian writer. We weren’t
sore if it was a he or she, the young officer, or the young 0ffKer.s wife, writing
this stuff.
I wouldn’t be surprised if we don’t
lind more of this. We’ve seen it in
Msrgarel Laurence, in people like Rudy
Wiebe. in Mart Cohen’s The D&inheri:ed. Our generation seized upon
ezqwimentation in the 19609.We had to
seia hold of the present. But now that
we have seized it, I think we have to find
out how we got to the present. 0

FIRST NOVELS
I
i Growing pains: from a dismaying
treatment of child abuse to a celebration
of Jewish adolescence in Toronto
By DOUGLAS HILL

The I-I~Ihxxy Decision, by Bryan W.
Pritchard (Nyron, 213 pages, $3.95
papa). is a disturbing novel in two quite
distinct rays. Its focus is child abuse,
and the author. a former lawyer and
obviously a passionate and knowledgeable crusader with a strong case to
argue, delineates that unsettling subject
and ifs complexities adequately. But to
my mind, he’s canpromised, even
obscured his concern by attaching his
indignation to a pot-boiling mysbxy
struawe and developing it through
strwotyped characters and incidents and
banal prose. The subject of the novel
dismays: so does the treatment.
The story can’t be summarized. It
take: the biirre twists end countertwists of n Chandler/MacDonald plot
and constructs of them wholly implao&
ble nonsense. Imricacy seetns to serve
only intiicrcy; surprise and revelation
are heaped upon chicanery end doublecross until a reader is numbed. That’s
probably since it lets one avoid the wordy
cuteness and superficiality of the style.
Curiously enough, the book turns out
to be readable. Pritchard is competent
cith the courtroom and law-firm drama
that centw his plot, though it’s best to
isnore the clich& that rise from his contest between the dedicated young female
deface lawyer (assigned to an accused
child-batwrer) and the wily old pro-

secutor (male)

who opposes her. It’s
rradable, but read it fast, skim the
details, skip the sex altogether.
Child abuse is serious stuff. of course.
If the novel’s serious on that score, it’s a
joke on most others. It’s too easy to
ignore such a distressing crime. The
Iia:hmwy De&ion, pamdoxicaIly end
sadly, maneges to make such wilful
ignorance easier.
NESSARAPOPORT’S
subject in Preparing
for Sabbath (Seal Books, 288 pager,
$2.95 paper) is the grqth into spiritual
(and social and sewI) awareness of a
young Toronto Jewish woman. The
story is told with feeling and control the
heroine’s quest, as child and adult, is
hardly free of struggle and diseppointment, but Rapoport finds in her material
cause ‘for celebration, not anguish.
Judith Rafael leads a somewhat privileged life: well-to-do loving parents.
good schools end camps and trips,
i understandiig friends and charming if confused - lovers. Her world is tilled
with intelligence and opportunity;
Rapoport takes for granted that ad&scents think, that the questions they face
have substance and weight.
The language of Preparing for Sabbufh is sure. The early parts, which
focus on childhood, show a crisp, alert
prose, a deliberate; simplicity of

As Judith matures, Rapoport
desaibes her feelings lyrically, with a
bold use of biblical imagw. It works.
sod produces a few lovely scenes.
The novel’s dialogue is not always
sharp. and then are occasional weak
lines in the narrative. At times the book
seems a bit thick and muddy, seems
unable to work free of a tendeocy to
self-absorption. But if it now and then
spins its wheels. tbe integrity of its cornmitmeot - to Judith’s demands for full
Jewishness in tier life and a full life in the
world - makes for satisfying reading.
approach.

The Rare of a Match. bv Jim Younn
(Breakwater. 157 pag&, 56.95 paperi
tells a slmole. stralahtforward. and often
moving S~OI$Thcnarrator (named Jim
Young) hires Michael Gillman, a young
American deserter (it’s 1970), for ‘a
teaching post in an isolated Labrador
community. Michael comes under the

spell of Black Rock and its ways,
develops teaching skills tbat depend on a
respect for children aoS local customers.
falls in love with the daughter of the
village postmistress.
Them’s some turgid writing in the
novel - too much stylistic repetition.
patches of awkward dialogue, labouxd
statements of the obvious. But Young is
capable of good, direct prose, too, and
when he bits bis stride the book mows
along well. Stronger editing mlgbt have
helped; certainly there are too many
typographical errors and lnaccoracia.
As a picture of a (fortunately) still not
vanished possibility of Canadian experience - the outsider polled and opened
to an alien culture - The FIare of12
Match' looks honest. authentic. Them
are no surprises here; though the forcx
and skill of the narrative are mw’eo, it’s
a basically interesting story told with
compassion and fairness. 0

PAPERBACKS

Despite their charnel atmosphere,
the ghost stories of Robertson Davies are
more puppyish than spooky

By ANNE COLLINS

,

EVER SINCE that impressionable age
when, as I strolled a dark and lonely
country mile in search of HaUowe’en
treats, my two older and wicked sisters
leaped upon me from a ditch yelling the
guttural Japanese for “SurrenderI” I
have harboured no particular love for
either w&dd-be ghosts or ghost stories. I
have been to only one hdrror movie in
my adult life @ersoaded by a 12year-old
male relative of mine) - Pokrgeit.
And even while my intellect sneered
sharply over the gate to the spirit world
being depicted as a pulsating raspberry_
jellosoated birth canal, my heartbeat
so hiih I was light-headed for a full hour
afterward. In other words, I scare easily.
Therefore the news that Penguin had
collected Robertson Davies’s ghost
stories in an original paperback did not
fill me with joy. My duty, I thought as I
picked it up, lies too often beyond peace
of mind. But I should have taken a cue
from the title, High Spirits ($5.95). for
never was a more puppyisb and friendly
a group of otherworldly taks unleashed
in mean November.
Davies, too. was seared as a child but
he seems to have enjoyed the sensation.

II

Perhaps because the t&t time wsn’t in
the dark, but was after supper among his
elders, while Mrs. Carrie told the story
of the strange disappearance of Oliver
Lurch. a boy who went outside to get
some wood for the tire and never came
back. “I fell asleep that night fearing the
Mighty Clutch,” writes Davies in the
intmductJon. He woke the next morning
with a heartfelt admiration for the
effects of ghost stories and the feeling
that no party should run its cowse
without the telling of one. When an
older Davies became tbe fust master of
Massey College at the University of
Toronto and was asked to make a contribution to the festivities of the first
Gaudy Night - an annual college
Christmas
party that began in
December, I%3 - what came to his
mind 9s a ghost story. In “Revelation
from a Smoky Fire” the first master
m&s the future ninth master, and
discovers that the first master is really a
shade who disappeared from the college
under a cloud. (I notice as I’m writing a
slllht osmosis of style. Davies hoped to
honour by slight imitation a writer of
grim&es, the Reverend Father plphon-

.
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sus Joseph-Mary Augustus Montague
Summers, whose prose style “displays a
fruit cakyncss and port-whtyncss” and
who delfghted in words like “sepultun”

nnd “charnel.”

Unfortunately

it’s

catching.) The first story was followed

by a second, then a third, and then one
ewy year until Davies resigned last
scar. Cheerful ghost stories to populate
a nw college: “It was now my intcntion to frighten anyone.”

Just to rnmtsc, instruct in the history
of universities (Toronto in particular),
to poke fun at, and to jszs up, the
luminaries of the college appear in many
of the stories. In one. Davies reincarnates them all as their ancestors were in
1774. He is careful to portray himself as
the humblest, a Welsh shepherd of
dipnitied spitting habiu but owrpowerinp smell: “The air seemed infected with
a woolly greasiness.” There was Farmer
Eissctl - “Capability Bissell he was calb
ed:’ And “That Scotsman - for he
could be nothing else - almost naked
except for a much-worn plaid, and bearing wery mark of crushing poverty could it be Walter Gordon?” Professors
C.P. Stacey and J.M.S. Careless were
even then arguing politics: “Stacey,
obviously a Tory of the darkest blue,
cas becoming wry angry Ah Careless,
revolutionary sympathies.‘r-

--..---

The tender psychological condition of
graduate students was also very much on
the master’s mind, concerned as he was
to balance the university’s main diet of
rationality with a healthy tonic of the
irrational. One, writing his Ph.D. thesis
on Dickens, is slowly vampirised by a
bust of that presumed-dead author Davies had been noting how students
often become wan reflections of the
great artists they study: mini-Joycq
bed-ridden Pmusts. In another, a hall
don doing mysteriouslywell in law turns
out to have captured Asmodeus or “The
Devil on Two Sticks” - a specialist in
such matters - in a bottle. Davies is
tempted to let him out and passes some
hahy moments perched on top of the
college tower in his company. Yet
another student takes a leaf out of Mary
Shelley’s book to build a college mascot,
a cat 12 times normal sise who takes a
layer of skin off Davies’s arm with one
friendlylick, then escapesover the wallto
Trinity.
My favourites, though, are those in
which Davies meets the shade of a
famous soul. The one in which he plays
piano to Einstein’s violin, for instance..
Or in which he communicates with
William Lyon Mackenzie King through
the same little table King used to huddle
over with Mrs. Patteson summophtgthe
spirit of his dead mother. Davies is

always at a conversational loss with
there persons and has to retreat to small
talk:
“How’s Pall” I asked
The table sccmcdtd brighten op. It
did some frisky rapping. Two-tiftccotwenty-three: lwcnly-thrce-fifteentwenty-three. Bow-wow. Obvfausly it
was Par himself talking, so I f&red
arcat bencvolenccand patted the table
with thefmtx bonhomie I adopt toward
other people’sdo@. The table rcspondcd by rapping twenty-three,riftocn, tifteen aasio, and six. Woof. And. so far
ar I wns mnccrncd. that was enough
from Pat.
He cnmmuncs better with Sir John A.
Maedonald. who seems to have devoted
Iheafterlifeto the furtherjoys of sherry,
and with whom Davies consumes a
ghostly banquet just like the one served
in Charlottetown to the Fathersof Conkxferation:
Thcrc was a Lapin Saute which bad
bcco made to stcnd upright, hs paws
raised as though in delight at its own
beauty, and a charming fluff of
csolitlmwrsprtss whcrcitstail had bcco
a few hoursbefore:you couldseethat ir
was scrvcd au Champtgnons.for two
button mushroomsgkamed whcrc its
cycs had once been. There was a
Cbtelctlc d’Apncao with. naturally;
Peths Pois. There wss a Coquette de
volaille. and a Tfmbak de Mscsroni
which had bca moulded into the fonn
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of- of all things-a Beaver.
I know Robertson Davies wrote these
stories to entertain faculty and junior
felIows, their guesb and unsuspecling
family members. His dedication to
masterly conviviality is awcsomc; he
must be at least as genial a fellow as he
portrays himself in this book. My only
wishis that his editor (or Davies himself,
who apologizes for this in the intmductlon) had decided to cut or vary slightly
the openings. in which he once again hat

THE BROWSER

i0 entertaining and insightful
:ssaysou sexism, Canlit, the
:reatiYe process, polidcs,
Joker. and writers as diverse
ISSylvia Plath, Rider
Haggard! Northrop Frye,
%a Jong, Kate Millett
md Timothy Findley.
SiwJONJI
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lively inquiry into the
ineaning of conservatism for
Emada today, using interview
and biographical sketches of
such figures as Robert Stanfieh
George Grant, David Crolhbit
Al Purdy! Donald Creighton.
and many more.
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to introduce and explain himself to hi
audience. Eighteen times the same thing
is a touch too much repetition. I amend
thal wish Lo add a semnd but equal
clause. which is that Davies continue to
write hi non-scary ghost stories bul for
a party that entertains a wider crow
section of the world. A few “onacademics. at least, mlghr allow B more
eclectic table setting for rhc frub
cakyness and port-winynesr, and silly
invention. q
*
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Sticks and stones: from the perplexities
of modern-day etiquette to yet one more shameful
episode-in Canadian history
By MORRIS WOLFE

None Is

Cffnsdsnnd lhe

Too lb&y:

Jew of Europe 19X3-1948, by II%+‘%
Abella and Harold Tropcr (Lester 8c
Orpcn Dcnnys, 336 pages, 019.95 cloth),
is, as, reViewem have remarked, a”
important book that brings to light yet
another shameful episode in our history.
What reviewers haven’t commented on
is the ponderous style in which the book
is written. It takes rwl effort to plough
one’s way through sentences like:
YGii’s July refugee policy smtement in
the Commons may have dampened the
sense of urgency felt by its supporIers,
along with the mixed respo~e fmm the
press.” My fear Is that all too few
readers will actually tlnish this book. It’s
too easy, I think. to blame the wooden
prose on co-authorship. Michael Marrus
and Robert Paxton’s recent book l’idw
France and the Jews is eminently
readable..

Bore” isn’t nearly as much fun in print
as he ison television.
"TIME AND AOAIN." says Robertson
Davies. “I am forced to the conclusion
that if we wa”t intelligent conunent
about writing. . . we are more likely to

Using that thought as their
starling point, Douglas Daymond mid
Leslie Monkman of the University of
Guelph have assnnbled a surprIsingJy
intwesdng collecdo” of statements by 32
19th- and Mth-cmtury Englirh-Canadian writers on the theory and practice
of fiction. IndudeQ in Canadian Novelists snd the Novel (Borealis Press, 284
pages, 823.95 cloth, $15.95 paper) are
commenls by Thomas Hallburton. Susan”a Moodie, Hugh MacLennan, Margaret Laurence, and Robert Kroetsch.
Unfortunstely, Daymond and Monkman have bee” served badly by their
publisher. The book is poorly dcsIg”ed
and printed on a yellowish stock that’s
extrcmdy hard on tbc eyes, Especially
when the pager are over-inked.

~~soc~ou)ov.~~
soys Emerr Cowers in the
wvised Fowl&s Modem Englhh Usage
-(1965), “is a new seienee concerning
itself not with csot&ic matters outside
the comprehension of the layman . . .
but with the ordinary affairs of ordinary
‘DONT ow ~6 wrong. class Acls: Etlquallc for Today, by Eve Drobot (Van
people. This seems 10 e”gender in those
Nostrand Reinhold, 168 pages, $12.95
who write . . . it a feeling thai the lack of
any abstruseness in their subject
cloth), Is a good, well-written little
dunands a ebmpenratory absIruseness
book. It tells us how to deal with many
in their language.” SociologisIs. of
of the awkward situations we find
outselves in. (“Dear Eve: Who goes
course, aren’t the only offenders. And
through a revolving door first - a ma”
James H. Bore.“, author of Bbzzlfyl
(John Wiley & Sons, 197 pager, $17.50 . or a wvomau?” “Dear Eve: Is one expected to tip the person. who delivers
cloth), has bulb a career out of sending
up compensatory abstruseness of
piaa?“) The trouble is that books like
bureaucrats and others. Unfortunately,
this “ever quite get around to the real&
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thorny problems.Like how to deal with
boms and fools. Or how to deal with
pylhandlers - especiallynow that their
numbers have increasedso sharply.
I ISCENTLYREADthe volume of Hector
Charlesuwth’s Candid Chrmicks that
dzwibes in detail Charlesworth’sshabby
treatment at the hands of the Oltawa
bureaucracy during his tenure as chairman of the Cenadkm Radio Broadcasting Commission in the 1930s. Charlesronh probably uvs hadty treated,yet 50
yeamlater it all seemslike a tempestin a
teapot. And it is he. rather than the
bureaucrats. who looks silly is
diminished- as a result of his account.
I vas remindedof Charlesworthby John
MeteaIrs collection of essays,Kicking
A~aiust the Pdcks (ECW Press, 216
pages.SC.95 paper). Metcalf lashesout
- satirically, we’re told - at the Canc
divl literxy community, whosegreatest
sin. it seems,is that it hasn’t given one
John Metcalf the respectand attention
he deserves.Everywhere Metcalf turns
he runs into pricks. They come out of
the v:oodv:ork. Two of the biiest
pricks. you should know. are the editor
and managing editor of Book
in
Canada. And I think Metcalf even
suspectsme of being a prick.

~~~SAW~IBB HEMOISS,” writes British
essayistClive James, “can only be conceited. I have no excusesagainst this
charge, except to say that . . . to wait
until reminiscenceis justified by achieve
ment might mean to wait for over.”
James’s ability to take himself seriously
and not seriouslyat the sametime makes
his owu Unnzllable Memoirs (Picador,
174 pages, $4.50 paper) a joy to read.
But then Jamesis a joy to read on any
subject, a First Reactions: Critlcel
Essays 1968-1979 (Koopf, 240 pages,
$12.95 cloth) reveals. He writes about
poetry better than anybody. (He’s as
good as VS. Pritchott an fiction.) And
like Gore Vidal he brings both a highly
developed political sensibility and an
outrageous sense of humour to his

tbe pieces while they put a heavy roller
over him. There wana fulsome crunching a~ the small pieces of glass became
even smaller piecu. The man rose to his
feet long enoughm brush P few slivers
from his unmarked skin. . . . Then he
lay down again and they drove a
Mercedes truck over him. Plainly this
skill would come in handy any time You
fell asleepon a bmkcnmilk boulein the
n&Idle of an autobahn.
James may be the tin& and funniest
essayist MW writing in the language. 0

\
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writi~.
Nowhere is he funnier than in his
television criticism for The Observer.
Here be is on a BBC show on yoga:
There was a ductoron handto ray that
HathaYogareatlycoulddealwkh arthritis. bmnchlalasthma, colitis, dyseatery and thin@ like that. It seemed more
than possible. That someone who could
wrap his legs around his head would be
an unlikelycamliite for arthritisseemed
a truism.. . . A man bent a steel bar
with his eyelid. . . B much older man
smashed a milk bottle and lay down in

Sir:
Kevin Roberts’s report of tbe League of
Canadian Poets annual general meeting
(Field Notes, AugustSeptember) and
particularly of the Feminist Caucus,

NORTH AMERICAN
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which he quaintly incarnates for his own
rhetorical purposes as a women’s
caucus. is not merely hmccurate# it is
sheer invention.
There sre so many errors in Roberts’s
report that a detailed rebuttal would be
futile and boring. Canadian readers and
whets should know, howve~, that the
FendmistCaucus of the league is open to
me” and women who are interested in
t&ins action against sc.vis”~in Canadian
literature and that, further, our recmnmen&tion that juries at all levels should
have female representation bears no
relation to Roberts’s invention of a
desire for aILfemale juries. ThF caucus is
against single-sex juries.
Dwid Donnell, the league’s president,
fill certainly be surprised to hear that he
is a reman - or is Roberts implyins
that any person who aligns himself with
anti-sexism automatically undergoes sexchttnge by association?
Perhaps the fact that Roberts spoke
only cith those male members most
vehemently opposed to the caucus and
failed to attend the information session
or read the motion expkdns his gross
inaccuracies. One would not like to
think that Roberts pre-judged a” issue
or that his biases would interfere with an
ability to reason.
Roberts fails to raise the central issue

faci”g the league; public accountability.
This is not surprising; he seems to be
completely unfamiliar with the idea in
any of its applications, from the accountability of a reporter to present accumte
information m the accountability of a
person who accepts public nmney for the
purpose of attending a mating to attend
to the business of the meeting.
The major issue facing the league is
the conflia of vlsio” between members
who wish to see the league providing
professional services and those who
want to get together to “cheer each
other up. get a few drinks under their
belts, and kick around a few notions of
art and craft” at taxpayers’ expe”se.
The self-elected, sociable elite Roberts
describes is simply against say cha&“ge
to its tattered standard. which is one of
co”tro1, not “quality.”
Roberts intends readers to infer that
anyone who disagrees with Skelto”,
Rosenblatt, Lane, or otha members of
the social network does so because of
inferior ability. This is nonsense, and
dangerous, totalitarian, vicious “cmsense at that. No me disputer
thatquality
should be a criterion for publication.
However, Skelton, Roberts, et al. try to
make the statement. which is not an
argument but a premise, serve as a
defense of institutionalized sexism. The

statement is merely cheap rhetoric, a red
herring meant to confuse political issues
with aesthetic ones, the sacred bull of
political reactionaries.
That Roberts’s cheap and shoddy
edifm should be presented as a defense
of quality is ludicrous. It is also a fcmn
of propaganda designed to obszure sdfinterest.
Sharon H. Nelson
Managing Editor
Metonymy Productions
Montresl
Kevh Roberts repros: Ad homhum

(literally) comments are not credible
arguments, and Ms Nelson’s failure to
read my piece carefully or uoderstand its
motivation and chro”ology may well
justify some of my comments.

Catcher In the corn
Sir:
I read with interest and anmsunent
Douglas Glow’s article, “Catcher In
The Corn” (August-September), in
which he claims that “the Iowa Writers’
Workshop has become the thought control centre of CanLit.” Cheer up. gentle

ensable referenceand valuableguide for the
2.4 ml.P.
ken hockeyfans watchingHockeyNight in
Canadaevery Saturday night.A completehocke
handbookwith p[ofiles,statistics,histories,anlK
analysis.Authortour. Major TV exposure.
I50 b/w photos Paperback83
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readers. We need not yet worry Ihat
CanLii. sick For home, will stand in tears
amid the alien corn. The old Iowa grads
who are presently teaching mealive
v:rlrinS in Canada appear to number
exactly eight, all male. And although I
don? believe that creative writing ca” be
“tauBhi” or that degrees up to the doctorate level should be passed out by any
proup of pundits For same, I can hardly
imadne that the Gang of Eight is engag_
ed in some dark conspiracy to rake over
Canadian fiction under the banner of
the Iowa cornbelr. I admire much of
their mridnp, and don’t think that corn
is rhere it’s at.
Having said that, I should add that
while a bunch of the boys were P
various times whooping il up in Iowa.
e”joyinp “the smell OF pigshit in the
@veninBs, th@ beer in Ire”&. . , the
chaos of witers and writ&
egos,”
others of us were learning our trade in
various corners of the world, including
our own luld. without beneRr df
instructive morl:shops, and on the whole
I’d say w’ve done just as well as they
have in terms of the quality of work pmdue& I am thinking OFa goodly number of our male colI@aBues,but I’m also
thinking quite st~~nsly of such writers as
Gabriel]@Roy, Alice Munm. Joyce Marshall, Sylvia Fraser, Helen Weinzwveig,
Rachel Wyatt, Constance BeresfordHowe,
Joy’ Kogawa, Gwendolyn
MacEwn, Carol Shields, and, if I may
say so, myself.
Despite Mr. Glover’s Fears . . . or, a~
ir may be. hopes. . . Ihe Iowa takeover is
not imminenr. It cccun fo me that the
r@xrs@ may @v@nbe the case. I’m now
readix
W.P. Kinsella’s mawellously
Fanmstic novel, Shwi@ss Joe, in which
one of the fictional characters ls J.D.
Salhger. who in swxlled real life is the
author of that classic and much-banned
novel, iIt@ Cafcher in the R.w. Do I
detect a faint note here ofwhat we misht
term Canadian Club? Unlike one of the
old Iowa grads, I do nor go “all mushy
over the maple leaf flag.” “or do I
@n&agein raucous singiry OF that worsf
of all possible songs, “The Maple Leaf
Forever:
Nev@nhel@ss, I and my work
ax@OF this land and people., and if oui
literary detectives are going Lo crack
opt” fhe case of Canadian Club. I’d I%@
to be kept informed. Cheers!
Maqaret Laurent@
Lakefield, Ont.

of art and giFt
books reminds us that this is the seas””
when once a& publishers truck out all
their Favomite clich& in attempts to
create a” instant best-seller. Our old
friends at McClarka” & Newspider have
several new title-s in the gift-book
sweeqstakes, Mar@rer Trudeau’s Book

THIS MONTH’S SURVSY

of

Movie Heroes~ Madame Benoil’s
Guide to PaeMan, and Marc Lulonde’a
Solar Headng Book (revised edition,

with an inrroduction by Jean Chretien),
and on Lhe inlernational Iiits we recently
sported PrinnsE Diane’s Book o/Dogs.
Conteslants are invited to compose
other trendy tiU@sthat Buaramee financlal success. The prize is $25. Deadline:
December I. Address: CanWil No. 77,
Books in Canada, 366 Adelaide Street
East, Toronto MSZ 3X9.

Results

of CanWit

No. 75

OUR REQW.V for titles for the house
organs of various organizations and
businesses produced an embarrassment
of bad puns - so many that the editor
who writes Books in Canada’s heedings
b@came jealous. The winner is K&h
Cole Angus of Kwnplville, Out.. For a
list that in&d@&
0 The Unked Pirhermen and Allied
Workerr Union: Cod Pieces
0 The Canadian Catd@men’s Associadon:
Bull Skeet
q GeneralMolars: As We Recall
0 General Blectric: Watts New

0 Pm-capital

punishment

lobby:

Good

NOOS.5

0 Newfoundland Limmr Commbsion: Th@
SCt-t?&

0 Atomic Energy of Canada: Glowing
R@WH
0 Air Canada: Higlr ITme
0 Canadian Bar Association: Last Call

-

P&rick Sullivan, Ottawa
* 0 *

0 B.C. Liquor Conlrnl Boa& Tlu Gmp@vine
- Ian C. Johnston, Nanaimo, B.C.

*

*

*

0 Canadian Intelligence

Service: fhe

q Canadian Dairymen’s Associadcm: The
-

Pr@derick D. Weir, Coboconk,
* * *

Out.

0 Fowi$n

0

Invenment

Revi@?/ AWICY:

Parliruncnr of Canada: The Leaders’

Pen Pal

0 Canadian Union of Postal \Vork@x?:The
Las: POSI
- Mary Lile Benham. IVinnipeg

THE EDITORS RECOMMBA’D

Canadian books wet@
revieved in the previous issue Of BOOks
in cmra&. our recommendations don’t
necessmily reflect the reviews:

THE FOUOIVINO

Ploonr of Jupiter, by Alice Mnuo.
hlacmillan. \Vhetb@~she calls it Jubil@G
Dal”hbh. or Logan. Ont., Munm’s Iiotionrl terrimry isa rural societythat ~a@be
enriched or depleted by an individual’s
con:.ciourners,
bul new7 destroyed.II is *

raters weave and d&e like a blind man
tryin. to find his way throughan unhmiliar house.
NON-FICTION
The BmbmiderzdTenl: Five ~en6@wOln@II
te
party Gmeda. by Marian F’anler. House
of Anansi. In any sort of embmtddery
details are important, and Foxvl@rhas
found many in her maminadonof SUs@mIa
hfoodtt, Anna Jameson. Katharine Parr
Trail& Lady Dullerin. snd Mrs. Stmcoe.
Readers‘may not are@ with the parallel
shedraws betweenher heroinesand 0th
in fiction and real life, but her book h
thoughtqrovokin6 and alwws stioyeblc.

FOBTRY
w@r 10P@empty HOUSC,by Don Domulrki,
House of Anansi. Domansktdoesn’thave
to scramblethmugb either the self-doubt
or seX-tndut6eenathat mars the work Of
many youngpa%. Instead, he leadsus by
Ihe band through hh beautiful and friitening world of dream and bodily s@nS*don, and biqmiculpr kind of surrcatism
is more poignant.andhaundngIhan Evu.

TIN

conrtrnr prerence through whiih her nar-

BOOKS RECEIVED
4. .I.*wa..--n.16 FOLLOWING Canadian books have
been received by Books in Canada in re
cent we&a. Inclusion in this list does not

preclude a review or notice in a future
issue:

Classified
rates: $6 per line (46
characters Lo the line). DeadlIne: first Of
the month for Issue dated fOlIOWIng
, month. Address: Books In Canada Gleeaifled, 366 Adelaide Street East, Toronto
M5A 3x9. Phone: (416) 3636426.
BXPERIENCED In publishing? Tired Of
all the stupidity around YOU?Think YOU
have the lmaglnatlon and drive to do better? Want to be an entrepreneur? Then
collaborate with a new book paclcager.
Send B reeume and B letter worth readIno to: Books. Box 8063. Kltchener, Ont.
NZK2BB.
~I

OLD AND RARE BOOKS. Canadiana
catalogues. Heritage Book@.3436 6 St.
S.W., Calgary, Alberta T2S 2M4.
OUT.OF.PRINT CANADIANA - hIstorY,
biography, literature. Book@,pamphlets,
periodicals. Cataloguee free on request.
Huronia CanadIana Book@, Box 665,
AllIston, Ont. WM lA0.
PUBLISN AND PROMOTE your OIv”
writing! Successful Canadian selfpublisher shows hovr you ce” do It tOOl
Only $6.00. Complete satl@faCtlOo Or
your money cheerfully refunded. Phot*
Co~;~p~tt@rs.
114 March St. SOO.,

BLACK AND WHITE KEYS
The fourth book in his ambitious twelvevolume series, The New be. Black and
White Keys is a powerful novel of World
War II and a Canadian’s attempt to rescue a
victim of The Holocaust. This is a fast-paced
and moving novel.
“Hugh Hood is possibly our most intelligent
- Wirmipq Fret Pwss
novelist”.
Paperback $3.95
Hardcover $17.95

THE BIRTH CONTROL KING OF THE UPPER VOLTA
A brilliant new collection of stories by an explosive talent.
“Rooke is an exceptional

storyteller”.

- Marlcans

Paperback 88.95

qr

-_

KICKING AGAINST THE
PRICKS
John Metcalf’s writing has earned
him a reputation as one of Canada’s
most observant writers.
In this book of essays. Metcalf is
also cutting, ironic, outrageous and
funny, in a devastating exposC of
Canadian writing and letters.
Sure to be the most talked about
book of the year.
Paperback $8.95

Published by ECW Press
Distributed by Firej7y Books
..--_

._--

_.__.__-...-
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W IVORP SWKJG
JANEtTE TURNERmpIT*L

In his third novel, Clark rejuvenates

With a refined literary style and

Winner

mastery of the romantic genre,

Novel Award,

Jccalyn Cobb’s first nowI is a warm

evocative story of a Canadian couple

v&man

and evocattve porimit

caught in a personal and culhwal

Taking us back to the 50s. the author

of life in rum1

of the $33 030 Seal First
The Ivory Swing is an

Figgy Van Rijn, the hard-luck
of The Sunshine Mon.

Ontario set in the 19305. It is the story

conflict in the lush and volatileclimate

presents o hilarious yBt sensitive

of the Polkingthornes,

of contemporary South India. Based

account of Figgy’s coming of age.

and passionate family of Irish

on firs-hand

Clark’s is a portrait of youth driven to

immigrants who find ot the heart of

portrait of India is exotic and often

distmction with anxiety and sexual

their struggle a commitment to family

disturbing.

repression.

unity and a stmng sense of

of passion, atmosphere and the

a courageous

knowledge, Hospital’s
She has written o novel full

dmmo of human interaction.

self-reliance.

116 95

$18.95

His characters are of (1

iukebox and leather jacket
generation, paving the way for the
sexvol emancipation of the 60s.

GOIrJG
WROOGR
PIE MOPIOFJS

KATHERINEGoVlER

After the success of his award-winning

Joan Sincere ts thirty, single and

novel, Odd’s End, Tim Wynne-Jane’s

uncaiain of her next move. She has

second novel, The Knot, confirms his

been “t&n’

it off” in dingy nightclubs

reputation LX D superb and

and rcwiy

bars for ten years, and all

imaginative mystery writer.

she has are the fears of all tiripprs-

written an extraordinary

He has

story,

qnd suspense with (I

being old, tired, fat and alone. It is a

blending mystery

vibmnt story portraying the struggle

mlourful

and realistic rendering of

for dignity and survival. In this, her

Toronto’s

raamier side.

second novel, Gwier

champions one

$16 9s

woman’s courage and independence.
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